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ABSTRACT

The Texas A&M high energy physics program has achieved significant mile-
stones in each of its research initiatives. We are participating in two major op-
erating experiments, CDF and MACRO; the development of two new detector
technologies, liquid scinitllating fiber calorimetry and knife-edge chambers; and
two SSC detector proposals, SDC and TEXAS/EMPACT.

In CDF, the Texas A&M group has spearheaded the analysis of jet cross-
sections to produce the most sensitive test of quark structure. In preparation for
the 1991 physics run, we are conducting extensive test beam studies of the energy
response of the forward calorimeter systems. We are beginning an analysis of b-
quark jet_ as a component of the top search which will be a prime feature of the
next physics run.

In MACRO, we have developed and built the wave form digitizing system
for the scintillator system. The first super module of the experiment logged its
first year of"data, observing nearly 106 single-muon events and several thousand
multi-muon events in coincidence with an extensive-air-shower array.

We have developed prototypes of a liquid-scintillator fiber calorimeter system,
in which internally reflecting channels are imbedded in a lead matrix and filled
with liquid scintillator. This approach combines the performance features of fiber
calorimetry and the radiation hardness of liquid scintillator, and is being developed
for forward calorimetry in TEXAS/EMPACT.

The microstrip chamber is a new technology for precision track chambers that
offer the performance required for future hadron colliders: 20 _m precision, 20 nsec
live time, _ 10-s occupancy, and modest cost. The Texas A&M group is leading
a collaborative effort to develop knife-edge chambers for use in CDF and SDC.

A new element in this program is the inclusion of a theoretical high en-
ergy physics research program being carried out by D. Nanopoulos and C. Pope.
D. Nanopoulos has succeeded in building a string-derived model that unifies all
known interactions: flipped SU(5), which is the leading candidate for a TOE. The
impact of this work on string phenomenology certainly has far reaching conse-
quences. C. Pope is currently working on some generalisations of the symmetries
of string theory, known as W algebras. These are expected to have applications
in two-dimensional conformal field theory, two-dimensional extensions of gravity
and topological gravity, and W-string theory.

The following report presents details of the accomplishments of the Texas
A&M program over the past year and the proposed plan of research for the coming
year.
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I. The Fermilab CDF Program

Following the last Collider run, our group has now focussed its attention on
several important areas of the CDF program. First of all, we have begun to
contribute to the high level of activity in the analysis of this new data. The areas
to which we have made important contributions have been in the study of the
electron data sample and the study of high Et jets. In addition to these analysis
activities, we have participated heavily in the setup and running of the test beam
program in the M-Test beamline at Fermilab. This test beam work is critical for o

the preparation of the gas calorimeter systems for the 1991 Collider run.
In the sections which follow, we will outline the impact of these latest results

on the CDF program, describe the status of the current CDF analysis activities
and present our CDF plans for the coming funding cycle.

A. Current Physics Analyses in Progress

Following the very successful CDF data taking run which concluded in 1989,
our team has been heavily involved in several key analysis projects being carried

out by the collaboration. One of graduate students, Timothy Hessing has been
working on the measurement of the inclusive jet cross section and a search for
quark compositeness and Teruki Kamon has been contributing to the work on the
measurement of the W and Z cross sections. In addition, Themis Bowcock, a new
addition to our CDF group over the past year, has been working on several aspects
of the QCD analysis and doing b physics with Collider data. In the sections which

follow we will briefly outline the progress being made in each of these areas.

Report on the QCD Analysis

In the 1988-1989 CDF data run, approximately 4.5 pb -1 of data were collected

at V_ = 1.8 TEV'. The jets in this sample range from 30 GeV" to 400 Gev.

and span 7 orders of magnitude in cross section. Compared to the previously
published CDF result[II, QCD can be examined over a much larger range of Et
aud the point-like scattering of partons can probed at distance scales smaller than
5 × 10-17 cre. In addition, order a_ QCD calculations are now available[2,3],
which feature a variation of cross section with jet cluster cone size.
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Data Selection

The CDF detector has been described in detail elsewhere[4]. Jets in the central
pseudorapidity region (0.1 _ lr/I _<0.7), with an event w_rtex within 60 cm of the
center of the detector, were used in this measurement. The data were collected
using a single-jet trigger, which formed jets from clusters of energy deposited in
the calorimeter. Events were required to contain at least one jet having an Et
above a threshold of 20, 40 or 60 GeV where the 20 and 40 GeV triggers were
pre-scaled.

For events passing the trigger requirements, jets were reconstructed using a
fixed cone algorithm[l]. The cone size (R) is defined by R = _/-_-_2 + &¢2, where

and_ represent the pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle. The trigger emciency
for each cone size (0.4, 0.7 and 1.0) was determined by comparisons of the data
from the different triggers in the regions where they overlapped. To eliminate
trigger threshold effects, cuts were imposed on jet. Et, to insure ~ 100% efficiency.

Cosmic rays, which can deposit significant amounts of energy by bremsstrah-
lung, were removed from this sample in two ways. Cosmic rays, not in coinci-
dence with the beam-beam crossing, were removed using timing information in
the hadron calorimeter. The remaining events, containing at least one jet w_h

Et >_ 150 GeV, were scanned. From this scanning, events were then rejected
on the basis of: the average electromagnetic fraction of the jets in the event, the
average Charge/Total energy for central jets, the missing Et of the event. The
estimated contamination after these cuts is _ 1% for jets with Et _ 150 GeV.

Jet Energy Response

The effects of resolution smearing and energy degradation due to calorimeter
non-linearities, uninstrumented regions of detector, etc. can distort the measured
Et distribution. In order to correct the cross section for these effects, a detector
simulation was used. It was tuned to reproduce the single pion response observed
in the test beam and the jet fragmentation observed in the data.

The response of the detector to jets was extracted from the simulation. This
response function was used in the unsmearing procedure to correct the data. Cor-
rections for energy loss outside the cone of the jet were not applied in order to
be able to compare the next-to-leading order (a s ) QCD calculations. When com-
paring to leading order (a_) QCD calculations, for which an out-of-cone energy
correction would be appropriate, this may have some effect.

The unsmearing procedure combines the effects of a falling Et spectrum and
the response function obtained from the tuned simulation. The procedure starts
with a parameterized curve and smears this with the response function. The
resulting smeared curve is then binned in the same way the data is binned and
the result is compared to the data. Using the X2 formed between the smeared
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curve and the data, the parameters in the initial curve are tuned until the X_ is
minimized. The information from the resulting smeared curve and the input curve
are then used to unsmear and correct the data.

Systematic Uncertainties

The major sources of systematic uncertainty on the jet energy scale results
from uncertainty on calorimeter response, the fragmentation tuning, and energy
from the underlying event (within the cone). The dominant uncertainty in the
response f'or jets containing pions with energies less than 25 GeV comes from the
uncertainty in the low energy response. For jets containing pions with energies

greater than 25 GeV, the dominant uncertainty comes from the modeling of the
response in the azimuthal boundary regions between calorimeter cells. The overall
tuning of the fragmentation is in good agreement with the data. The uncertainty
in the fragmentation tuning is correlated with the tracking efficiency. The uncer-

tainty in the tracking emciency for tracks in the cone of the jet was found to be
i:7_. This uncertainty was varied, within these limits, in the simulation to give
a corresponding uncertainty on the energy scale. Finally, due to differences in
the definition of the underlying event, there is a ,,, 540 MeV" uncertainty in the
underlying event contribution to a cone of 0.7. Adding all these uncertainties in
quadrature, the overall systematic uncertainty on the jet energy scale varies from

,,, 4% at 20 GeV to _ 3% for energies in excess of 100 GeV. The uncertainty in
the R.MS width of the response was obtained by comparing the results of balanc-
ing the Et in two-jet events for the data and simulation. From this comparison a

conservative 8°26uncertainty on the jet resolution was assigned. Finally, an overall
159_ systematic uncertainty is assigned to the measurement of the luminosity.

l_esults

The resulting cross section for cone sizes of 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 can found in
Tables la-c. Figure 1 shows the cross section for a cone size of 0.7 compared to
a leading order QCD calculation. The QCD calculation was normalized to the
data by minimizing the X2 between the data and the QCD calculation in a limited

range of Et (in Figure 1 we choose to use the range from 80 to 160 GEV). The
reason for normalizing in a limited region of Et, is due to the fact that QCD and

compositeness will agree in shape over some range of Et and disagree elsewhere.
Therefore in order to search for compositeness, the predictions are normalized in
a region where they agree and the data is then compared to the predictions in the
region where the predictions disagree. A slight excess of events at the high Et end

can be seen in Figure 1. The statistical level of this excess, however, is only 2.5 to
3.5 standard deviations.

Figure 2 shows the same cross section now compared to next-to-leading order
QCD, where the QCD normalization is absolute. A. comparison is also made to
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next-to-leading order QCD in Figure 3, which shows the cross section as a function
of cone size for 100 GeV Et jets. The data, in these figures, appears to be consistent
with both leading and next-to-leading order QCD.

Also shown in Figure 3 is the ratio of the cross sections, for different cone
sizes, to the cross section for jets with a cone size of 0.7. This shows the data
appears to have a steeper variation as a function of cone size, than a s calculations
would predict. The data and associated statistical errors for Figure 3 can be found
in Tables 2a-b. Bin to bin correlations of the systematic uncertainties are under
study, therefore the systematic uncertainties have not been listed in the tables or
shown in the figures.

Summary

The inclusive jet cross section at v_ = 1.8 TeV has been measured in the
E, range from 30 to 420 GeV, spanning 7 orders of magnitude. Investigations
of the dependence of jet cross section with cone size are in progress. The data
appears to be consistent with both leading and next-to-leading order QCD for the
structure functions examined, with a small excess of events observed, at high Et,
over leading order QCD p_'edictions. Correlations in the systematic uncertainties
are under study. Based on previous studies, we can set a lower limit of 950 GeV
(95% C.L.) for the quark compositeness scale parameter A*[5], associated with an
effective contact interaction. Work is in progress to extract a final cross section
and composite limit.

i'

Report on the Z ° Analysis

In the naive parton model, Z ° bosons produced in _p collisions have little
or no transverse momentum (pr) with respect to the direction of the colliding
beam. QCD, however, predicts associated jet production that gives rise to Z°s

Z 0
with large p,. Furthermore, the differential cross-section as a function of Pt can

_a thus provides
be predicted from QCD calculations [6,7] A measurement of
a test of QCD predictions of dynamical properties of hadron interactions. An

Z 0
excess of Z0s produced with high p, would indicate new physics such as a strong
electroweak sector[8].

In this section we describe a measurement of _ using the electron sample

from data collected during the 1988-89 run.

do

QCD Predictions of

There are two approaches to the prediction of differential cross-section for
vector boson production in QCD. One approach is to study exclusive processes
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of boson + n jet(s)[9]. The matrix elements for vector boson plus partons are

obtained. Structure function convolution and phase-space integration are done
numerically to obtain the cross-section. These predictions become invalid when
final state partons are not well separated in phase-space due to collinear singular-

ities. Another approach is to study inclusive boson production, with any number

of jets[6,7]. Perturbation theory is used where it is valid in the high pt region.

At low pr,, soft gluon resummation is necessary to handle large logarithmic terms.
Because the perturbation series is truncated to finite order, all these QCD pre-
dictions depend on the choice of a renormalization scale. There is also theoretical

uncertainty due to uncertainty in the value of AQCD and the parametrization of
structure functions.

We compare our measurement with predictions of absolute inclusive Z ° boson
Z 0

productiondifferentialcross-sectionas a functionofPt •

PerturbativeQCD Calculation

A complete second order QCD calculationof inclusive4a
, _ is available for

Z 0
Pt > 20 GEV[7]. Including (P(c_) terms reduces the uncertainty in theoretical

predictions. The interference of first order and one-loop corrections diagrams con-
tributes to the second order calculation. We have also included two-jet production
in these calculatlons. In this case, phase-space integral is performed analytically

so that the divergence associated with the two jets being collinear is canceled by a
similar divergence in the one-loop corrections to single-jet production. Diagrams

for quark-gluon, and gluon-gluou scattering are obtained by crossing.

Parametrizations of the structure function evolved to (P(a_) are used to obtain

the differential cross-section[10]. The factorization scale appearing in the structure

function is chosen to be the same as the renormalization scale Q2 appearing in c_.
Z 0

Theoretical uncertainty is estimated by varying the renormalization scale from Pt

to Mz0, and varying the value of AQCD from 160 MeV to 360 MeV. When AQCD is
varied, the particular form of the parametrization is also varied because the value

of AQCD used in evolving the structure function is fixed for each parametrization.

The resulting error is +15% from the nominal value obtained choosing Q2 = Mz02

and AQCD (4 flavors) = 0.260 GeV.

Gluon Resummation Calculation

Because of soft gluon radiation, terms of the form log2( p_-_), where Q is the
vector boson mass, are present in the summation of the perturbation series. In

Z 0
the region AQcD <g: Pt << Q, these terms are large and must be resummed to
all orders to obtain a meaningfull result. These double logarithmic terms are
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typical of a gauge theory with massless vector field quanta. In QED, for example,
similar terms arise from soft photon radiation. In the soft region, the production

cross-section of n photons factorizes into independent distr:ibutions. Ordering in

photon emission no longer holds in the soft limit where the matrix element for n

photon emission factorizes into a product of independent matrix elements. The

resuC.mation of double logarithmic terms to all orders results in an exponential

pg_-t")], the of the Sudakov form factor. Thefactor exp[-2--_log_( 2 square appearance

of such a factor in the photon emission cross-section implies that the probability

for no soft photon radiation in high momentum transfer process is exponentialy
small. In QCD, resummation follows the same procedure as in QED, assuming

independent soft gluon radiation, and taking into account color factors and running

coupling. The QCD analog of the square of the Sudakov form factor is again

obtained[6,11].
Another approach is to exponentiatg the whole lowest order differential cross-

section[12]. It is equivalent to exponentiating only terms from soft gluon emission
at the leading double logarithm approximation, with the advantage of being able

to calculate the hadronic energy radiated with the gluons.
Z 0

In both approaches, perturbative distributions are recovered at large Pt • The

integral of _ obtained with gluon resummation reproduces the known results

for the total cross-section. Resummation only affects the shape of the distribution
but not the normalization[III.

Data Sample

In this measurement, Z°s are observed in their decay to e+e - pairs. The
p_ of the Z ° is reconstructed from the vector sum of the measured transverse
momentum, with respect to the beam axis, of the electrons:

sz0 = +

The data sample used in this measurement is based on the Electroweak output

stream of the Spin Cycle (EWS03) [13]. as in a. B(Z ° --. e+e -) measurements
[14,15,16].

Starting with raw data from the 1988-89 run, pedestal shifts, dead electronic

channels, cable noise, as well as fake energy clusters resulting from slow neutrons

interacting with detector material ("Texas Towers") are removed. Tracks and

physics objects such as electrons are reconstructed using standard algorithms.
Events of interest to electroweak physics, such as those with a high Et electron,

are then selected. Only a subset of these events with two or more electromagnetic

clusters are kept, resulting in about 20K events. Data banks of these events are



compressed into micro-DSTs (ESU) and are saved on 4 magnetic tapes. No specific
hardware trigger is required at this stage.

Luminosity

The integrated luminosity is calculated using collision rate and live time in-

formation recorded for each event by the beam-beam counters (BBC) and an

estimate of the component of the total _p cross-section seen by the BBC [17]. A
total luminosity for each run, as well as each tape, is accumulated, using the BBC
information from the event with smallest event number and the event with the

largest event number. This is not exact since events were written to tape out
of order by Level 3. The total for each run is exact except for events that were
rejected in Level 3 after the event with highest event number was written, and

for cases where one or more of the tapes later found unusable and individual tape
luminosity had to be subtracted [18].

The inelastic cross-section used to estimate the BBC cross-section is based on

theoretical prediction of the total cross-section and an extrapolation of the ratio
of elastic and total cross-section measured at v/_ -- 0.54(3 'meV. The components

of the inelastic cross-section measured at v _ - 0.546 TeV is also extrapolated to
v_ = 1.8 TeV to obtain the hard core component of the inelastic cross-section. A

Monte Carlo is used to obtain the BBC acceptance. The BBC cross-section has a
15% uncertainty. The hard core component of the inelastic cross-section measured

using the small angle spectrometer has a much smaller uncertainty [19]. The BBC

cross-section at v_ -- 1.8 TeV obtained by measuring the BBC conincidence rate

and Tevatron instantaneous luminosity at two Tevatron beam energies, v/_ =
1.8 and 0.54(3 TeV also has a smaller uncertainty [20]. Work to obtain a BBC
cross-section with smaller uncertainty is not completed yet. We use the BBC
cross-section with 15% uncertainty in this measurement.

Some runs with abnormally high trigger rates, and some runs with a large
number of dead PEM channels are removed from our final sample. There's also
an approximately 7°_ loss in events written to tape due to ine_ciency in the data

acquisition system (Event Builder) for some runs, resulting in a corresponding
correction in the luminosity. Multiple interactions per event are also accounted

for. The total integrated huninosity is _C = 4.31 p&-l, with a 15% uncertainty
associated with the BBC cross-section estimate.

Electron Identiilcat!ton Cuts and Ef_ciency

In off'ins data analysis, an electromagnetic (EM) cluster is formed from a list
of towers bordering a seed tower in rt -. @ space. Isolated EM clusters matching a
charge track and having shower shape and hadronic leakage consistent with test-
beam electrons are identified as electrons. We impose these electron identification
requirements by making cuts on a set o_"electron quality variables. The efl_ciencies
of these cuts are obtained from a sample of isolated Z ° electrons by requiring one



of the electrons to pass all cuts and testing cuts on the second electron. Ei_ciency

of the isolation cut is obtained separately, by assuming azimuthal symmetry in Z °

decay and recalculating isolation as if the electron were in a different ¢ position

[11,21]. The cuts and efficiencies used in this measurement are the same as those

used in our a. B(Z ° _ e+e -) and Z ° decay asymmetry measurements [14,22].

Electrons are also required to have an event z,vertex within 60 cm of the
center of the CDF detector, and be well contained by the calorimeter. Geometric

z 0
acceptance as a fucntion of Pt is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation and is
discussed in later section.

Electron Trigger Efficiency

We require that each event in our final data sample passes the Level 2 12

GeV Central Electron triggers. The threshold response of the Level 2 trigger as a
function of cluster Et is determined by selecting events passing the 7 GeV Central
Electron trigger and requiring that a 12 GeV trigger bit be set [23]. The efficiency

for the Et > 20 GeV threshold is approximately 100%. Selecting on Missing Et

triggers or Photon triggers gives the same result. Similarly_ the Level 3 12 GeV
Central Electron trigger efficiency for Et > 20 GeV is determined to be 99.2% "4-
0.3 %. The slight inefficiency is attributed to the Level 3 (DF) tracking algorithm.
We do not require a Level 3 trigger since it is not available for all the runs.

Although the cuts in the central electron triggers are fully efficient, there is
d_

an additional inefficiency due to the trigger hardware itself. For our _ measure-

ment, we need the trigger efficiency for events with electrons passing cuts discussed

in the section on electron identification. This is measured using W events that pass

Et > 20, _t > 20, Mt > 50 GeV, and a_, > 2.5. We also reject events with a jet
cluster with Et > 10 GeV within 30 ° back-to-back in ¢ of the electron candidate

to reduce di-jet background. The fraction of events with a CEM electron passing

both our identification cuts and the central electron triggers is (97.2=h 0.4)%. This
ia the trigger efficiency for C-P and C-F events. C-C events have two chances of

satisfying the central electron triggers. The trigger efficiency for C-C events is

(99.9 4- 0.1)%.

Electron Energy Corrections

We correct the measured energy of each electron. For each CEM calolfimeter
tower, scintillator light collection efficiency and shower leakage depend on the

electron impact point on the face of the tower, leading to a response correction

[24]. Tower dependent corrections and absolute energy scale calibration obtained

from E/P studies using the W electron sample are also applied [25]. For PEM,

tower dependent corrections obtained from test beam scans are applied. De_d. layer
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corrections, as well as non-linearity corrections are also applied [26]. Quadrant gain

variations are obtained from W transverse mass and Z ° mass distributions. For

the FEM, quadrant gain variations and non-linearity corrections are applied. FEM

quadrant gain variations are obtained from the azimuthal energy flow of "Texas
Towers" [27]. Non-linearity corrections and absolute energy scale calibration are
obtained from the Z ° mass peak [28]. (There are no dead layers in the FEM for
the 1988-89 run.)

Direction of the momentum vector is given by the beam-constrained fitted

track for central electrons. For plug electrons in regions covered by strips, the
strip positions are used. For PEM electrons in regions not covered by strips, the
EM cluster centroid is used. For FEM electrons, the EM cluster centroid is used.

EM calorimeter energy resolution measured at the test beam is parametrized
in terms of the electron energy. Correction for energy resolution smearing in the
pt spectrum is discussed in a later section.

Z ° Selection

Our Z ° sample is selected by requiring:

a) at least one well identified central electron, and a second electron in

the central , plug, or forward regions, and
b) E_ > 20 GeV, E_ > 10 GeV, and

c) 75 GeV < M,+,- < 105 GeV, and

d) the event passes 12 GeV Central Electron triggers.

The Es kinematic cuts differ from those used in [14,22]. but are more efficient
Z a,

for high pt Z°s and uniform as a function of Ps The selection efficiency as a
Z0

function of pt is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation as discussed in a later
section.

The mass distribu*,ion of the Z ° sample is shown in Figure 4, where we in-
cluded events outside Z ° mass window cut. It shows a clear peak at the Z ° mass

peak. The number of events outside the Z ° mass peak is consistent with Drell-Yan

continuum contribution predicted by Monte Carlo simulation discussed later.

Background Estimate

As shown in Figure 4, non-dielectron contamination in our Z ° sample is very
small. Fake electron background from jet fluctuation estimated using isolation

of the electrons to extrapolate a flat background beneath the Z ° peak is very

small [14,15]. We estimate approximately 2 4- 2 events_ or 1% of our sample.

We ignore this background. We also ignore background from Z ° ---, r+v -, as in

a. B(Z ° --, e+e -) measurements [14,15,16].
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Acceptance and Resolution Corrections

Because the Z°'s are not produced at rest in the laboratory, the fiducial and
Zo

kinematic acceptances depend on Z ° production properties, such as Pt . Also,
Z0 Z0

because the Pt spectrum is not flat, smearing in Pt due to finite detector reso-
Z 0

lution leads to distortion in the observed p_ spectrum. Therefore, corrections for
acceptance and resolution effects are necessary before obtaining a measurement of

d_ that can be directly compared with theoretical predictions.

Monte Carlo Simulation

Event Generation

pi6 ---*Z ° --* e+e - events are generated using ISAJET V6.22 [29. Event gen-

eratiou starts with "the hard scattering cross-section. Annihilation and Compton

scattering diagrams and the full matrix element for Z ° decay are included. A
Z 0

cutoff to remove the _ singularity is chosen to reproduce approximately the Pt
spectrum calculated by gluon-resurnmation. QCD radiative corrections are added

to get the correct event structure. Final state radiation is approximated by a

cascade process, determined by the probability for a parton with finite mass to

radiate. For initial state -adiation, the shower is evolved backwards starting at
hard scattering, and the probability of radiation is derived from the Altarelli-Parisi

equations for the structure functions. Quarks and gluons are hadronized using the
ir_dependent fragmentation ansatz of Field and Feynman. Finally, beam jets are

added based on a model tuned to hard scattering data.

Detector Model

For the purpose of obtaining acceptance and resolution corrections, only the

four-vectors of the Monte Carlo electrons are used, along with a simple model of

the detector with the following features:

1) Event z-vertex smearing by a Gaussian, as = 30 cre.
2) Fiducial volume: electron impact position at the calorimeter is de-

termined by extrapolating its momentum vector to the detector.

3) Electron energy smearing according to nominal calorimeter energy
resolution:

Monte Carlo Simulation vs. Raw Data

Before proceeding ftu'ther, we check that our Monte Carlo simulation repro-

duces the raw data. We check that the Z ° production, as well as decay properties
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are well reproduced. The Comparison is shown in Figures 5-8. The shape of the
pt spectrum agree s well over the full range of observed data. Agreement in the Z °
rapidity distribution, Figure 8, shows that the longitudinal production property
is also well modeled. The Z ° decay properties are well reproduced, as shown in
distributions of electron JEt, Figure 8, and electron 77,Figure 7. The fraction of
events with a decay electron in a given detector region is also properly reproduced.
The cracks between the two halves of the CEM at 90°, the CEM and PEM at 30° ,
and the PEM and FEM at 10° polar angles are correctly modeled, as can be seen
in the electron _? distribution. The agreement in the mass distribution, shown
in Figure 4, shows that energy smearing is properly modeled. Out" Monte Carlo
simulation is thus adequate and can be used to obtain acceptance and resolution
corrections.

Resolution Correction

We now use the sample of Monte Carlo events that passed the fiducial cuts to
obtain correction for resolution smearing. The basic idea is that the pt spectrum
observed in the raw data is a convolution of the true spectrum with the resolution
of the detector. We unfold the smearing in the raw pt spectrum to obtain the true
spectrum. This is accomplished by a deconvoiution matrix A, where each element

A_j gives the fraction of events in the jth smeared pt bin that originated in the i th
generated pt bin. The matrix maps the spectrum observed in smeared pt space,
raw data, to the spectrum in true pt space:

U_= _ A_i , Di,
J

where Dj is the pt spectrum given by the raw data and U_ is the pt spectrum
after resolution smearing has been unfolded.

Procedure in Obtaining the Result

Za
Let's first recall how we obtain the raw Pt spectrum from data:

1) Apply fiduciaI cut to Z ° ---*e+e - candidate.
2) Measure electron four-vectors. Finite calorimeter energy resolution

means that electron energy is smeared.
3) Apply Z ° selection cuts.

We apply acceptance and resolution corrections as follows:
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1) Correct for selection efficiency for each smeared pt bin.

2) Unfold resolution smearing using deconvolution matrix.
3) Correct for fiducial acceptance for each unsmeared pt bin.

i) Statistical uncertainty in N: aw,

2) systematic uncertainty in ej, and

3) systematic uncertainty in Aij.

We compare pt spectrum with and without resolution correction in Figure 9.
Z 0

The effect is approximately 40% for Pt around 3 GeV.

The corrected number of events in a given bin is:

=±. A,,.£.N;
ai j ej

where

Z 0
The differential cross-section as a function of Pt is obtained:

A ,'_rcorr
da "-'," zo 'fDY

dpZ0 apz,. _. B(Z0-__+_-).,.'
where

Z0
We also measure the average Pt :

Z ° do' Z °

lP' ' dT_,_' hp,Zo
< Pt >=

Before comparing our results with theoretical predictions, we discuss uncer-
tainties in the measurement.

Uncertainty in the Result

Sources of uncertainties in our measurement include statistical fluctuations in
J

the number of events observed in a raw pt bin, uncertainties due to assumptions

made in the Monte Carlo, and uncertainties in the luminosity. Because the area
under the pt spectrum must be convserved, any procedure for correcting resolution
smearing effects leads to correlation between neighboring bins in the unsmeared

pt spectrum. As can be seen in the equation for Ni c°rrr above, uncertainties in our

result from the following sources are correlated:
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Uncertainties in our result due to other sources such as the luminosity are not
correlated.

Comparison with QCD Predictions

Z o
Result of < Pt >, along with those reported by UA2, is plotted in Figure

Z 0
10 and compared with QCD O(a,) calculations. The increase in < Pt > is a_

predicted, although the prediction is above data by about la. The uncertainty on
Z 0

< Pt > is statistical only, and the calculation is only leading order and has large

uncertainty.

The result of _ measurement is plotted in Figure 11. The error bars are

given by the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and are correlated, as

discussed previously. Also plotted is prediction from QCD O(a_) calculations

mentioned earlier. The calculation uses Q2 = Mzo2, AQvD (4 flavors)= .260

GeV, and the DFLM paxametrization of structure functions [vi. Note that there

is a 4-15% uncertainty in this prediction due to uncertainties in the choice of

Q2 and the value of AQCD. We also compare dr for low z°_ Pt in Figure 12

with gluon-resummation calculations[ _]. Again, errors bars plotted are correlated.

Predictions are obtained with three choices of AQCD, Q2 = Mz02, and using the
D FLM structure functions. Predictions by gluon-resummation calculations, when

Z0
extended to the high Pt region, are higher than the O(a_) predictions. The gluon-

resummation calculation included only leading order diagrams and used 1-loop
evolution of a,. These plots show good agreement between our results and QCD

predictions. To make the comparison quantitative, and include the correlations in
the errors, we calculate a X2 between data and theoretical predictions:

x = - nj'. (ui -
i,j

where U_ is data and Qi is QCD prediction for ith bin. H_ 1 is the inverse

of the covariance matrix. The number of degree of freedom in the X 2 calculation,

hD, is the number of data points used. Results of the X2/nD are summarized in
Table 3.

As can be seen in Table 3, best agreement is obtained with AQVD = .260
Z0

GeV for 0 < Pt < 25 GeV. However, this must no_; be taken as a measurement

of AQvD because of the large theoretical uncertainty involved in the O(a,) gluon-
Z 0

resummation calculation. For Pt > 20 GeV, predict _ons with various assumptions

all agree well with our measurement. Improved theoretical calculations in the low
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p z° region, along with more statistics are needed before we can make a more

quantitative test of QCD.

Conclusions and Outlook

The QCD predictions of the absolute inclusive differential cross-section for
z 0

Z ° production, obtained at high Pt with perturbation calculations and at low
z0

Pt with gluov resummation calculations, agree well with our measurement. The
zo

change in average Pt as a function of v_ predicted by O(as) calculations also
agrees well our measurement.

z0
The good agreement at high Pt implies that we can put Limits on exotic

models [z]. These models predict the existence of a triplet of heavy vector bosons

that couple strongly to the electroweak bosons. The decay of these heavy vector
bosons gives rise to an excess of high pt W's and Z°'s over the QCD prediction.

Putting limits on exotic models is the subject of a forthcoming CDF note.

In the future, we hope to er_large our data sample by including the muon
channel. We also hope to study _.ssociated jet production properies.

B° CDF 1990 Test Beam Run

The 1990 test beam run served two purposes for the CDF gas calorimeters.
First, to provide an energy calibration for the data taken in 1988/1989 and second,

to prepare for the upgrades to the Tevatron in the 1991 collider run.
The higher luminosity and shorter bunch separation expected for the next

run require that modifications be made to the gas calorimeter operation. Without

these changes the increased particle flux could cause ageing and a continuous

discharge within the calorimeters (glow mode). In order to overcome the problem of
glow mode and ageing it is necessary to decrease the gas gain within the chambers;

this is acheived by reducing the HV operating point. However smaller signals from

the calorimeters worsen the intrinsic energy resolution and require the use of higher

gain amplifiers. Both the new voltage and the new electronics were tested in the
1990 test beam.

The goals of this test beam run may be summarized as follows:
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• to recalibrate the calorimeters

• determine the operating voltage, amplifier gain and input impedance
of the new amplifiers

• study the onset of glow mode
• investigate and reduce electronic noise
• w.._p the response of the calorimeters to low momentum pions
• and determine the response of the calorimeters to pions at many

different incident points.

The Texas A&M group was involved in preparing the Forward Hadron Calor-
imeter (FHA) for this test beam run, collecting and analysing the calibration data.
The final corrections to the data are still being made, but whilst our conclusions
are preliminary we do not e.'rpect them to change substantially.

Recalibration of FHA

Our objective was to recalibrate the chambers for comparison to previous
data and test beam runs. This was done with the original electronics (CARROT)
_md at an operating point of 2.1kV. The test beam area (MT6) delivered beams
of pions, muons and electrons with well measured momenta. Data were collected
with pion momenta of 25, 50, 100, 150 and 227 GeV/c with FHA high voltage set
at 50 volt intervals between 1.65 and 2.10kV. This enabled an accurate study of
the voltage/resolution and gain characteristics to be made. A summary of this
information is given in Table 4.

Glow Mode and Ageing

In addition the chambers were exposed to intense beams of pions in order
to study glow mode. For the FHA operating at 2.1kV there was no evidence of
the onset of glow mode using beams of 5 x 105 charged pions per spill. This cor-
responded to a current density of 30 nA.cre -2. In Table 5 we list the observed
current density (at 2.1kV) for the 1988/1989 run together with the expected cur-
rent densities in the FHA chambers for the 1991 and 1993 collider runs. We do
not expect the FttA chambers will "glow" in either of these runs.

The decision to lower the operating Voltage for 1991 to 2.0kV was taken on
the basis of previous studies on the ageing of the FHA chambers and the twin
requirements of maintaining good resolution and being able to identify a signal
from minimum ionizing particles. Ageing is dependent on the net charge deposited
on each wire. The total charge deposited is proportional to the chamber gain times
the amount of ionization deposited; the ionization is in turn proportional to the
luminosity of the Tevatron. If the luminosity is to be increased then to avoid
ageing it is necessary to decrease the chamber gain.
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New Electronics

Having chosen the HV operating point, data were taken with new electronics

from Fermilab (General Purpose Amplifier)- the GPA cards. The response of

the FHA detector to pions was studied. The resolution was compatible with that
observed with the CARROT cards (see Table 4). The feedback capacitance, Cf of
the amplifier was chosen to maintain high gain and stability; the input impedance
of circuit, Zi was adjusted so to minimize amplifier "ringing". The parameters of

the GPA card for the next run were selected to be Cf = 56pF and Zi = 30_.

Short Gate Study

Part of the upgrade to the Tevatron involves shortening the interbunch spac-• ,

ing. This requires the reducing of the ADC gate widths from 1650ns to 800ns.
Table 4 summarizes the results of shortening the gate widths on the resolution. A

loss in the measured integrated charge is observed consistent with the pulse profile
from the chambers. The minimum ionizing signal from muons passing through
the chambers is detectable with a 800ns gate.

Improvements to Chamber Performance

Prior to the test beam data taking the 400Hz power supplies for the FHA

amplifier electronics were physically and electrically isolated from the the FHA

chambers. This was acheived by removing the supplies from their previous mount

on the absorber steel and placing them in a separate rack. The result was a factor 3

decrease in the observed pedestal widths. This indicates the similar modifications
should be performed in B0.

C. Plans for Further Test Beam Running in 1990-91

Following the recent data taking run, the collaboration once more began to

organize its efforts to set up once again in the test beam in M-West in the meson

area. After the current run there were once again a long list of detector issues to
be addressed in order to understand several anomalies in the performance of CDF

during the past rim and to prepare the d_ _ector for the next Collider run in 1991.

Due to the importance of many of these questions to the collaboration, this test
beam activity is a very high priority activity for CDF at this time. Hence our

team is making a significant contribution to the preparations and staging of this
test beam run.

Of the several important detector issues requiring immediate attention, the

reestablishment of the gas calorimeter energy calibration is perhaps one of the
highest priority activities for the test beam. Despite the efforts made in _he test
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beam in 1987 to understand the calibration of the gas calorimeters in detail, a
number of questions arose during the recent run of the detector which indicate
further testing is necessary to pin down the performance of these devices. Next on
the list of items to investigate will be a study of the performance of the improved
RABBIT electronics presently being fabricated for use on the gas calorimeter
systems for the next run. To deploy these improved front-end cards on the detector
requires that we carry out a complete re-calibration of the gas based calorimeters
using this electronics. In addition to the plans for studying the calibration of the
FHA using a variety of different electronics circuits, we are interested in studying
ways of improving the overall performance of the FHA for the 1991 running and
perhaps for runs beyond that. To that end we will also be investigating questions
of noise oick up on the FHA chambers as well as trying out an interleaved readout
scheme designed to improve our rejection capability for Texas Towers.

" It appears that _once again our team will be called on to play a major role
in the test beam activities being carried out in the coming year. Dr. Bcwcock,
who has recently joined our CDF program, will be heading up this effort with the
assistance of a post-doc and a graduate student.

D. Future Plans and CDF Upgrade Participation

CDF Physics Analysis

A central goal of the coming physics run of CDF is the search for the top
quark. We now know that the top lies above the W mass, so that it will decay
via t---,W+b. The key challenge then is to identify events of this kind among the
total ensemble of W events. Profs. Bowcock and McIntyre will participate in this
effort by applying the techniques used for partial reconstruction of B_s. Partial
reconstruction can yield a much larger B sample than full reconstruction, while
still achieving good background rejection.

Figures 13 and 14 show two examples of some of the tools available for full
reconstruction of B's. The K_r mass spectrum for oppositely charged track combi-
nations near high-p.£ electron candidates shows a clear resonance at the D* mass.
The eK_r mass for K_r pairs within 30 MeV of the Kit peak show a very clean B
reconstruction.

The efficiency of such full reconstruction is however miniscule. The branching
ratios for B meson decays and D* decays which accommodate full reconstruction
are-"

B° ----_D1r+_r- 0.04
D* _K_r 0.04

These processes must occur in sequence; the net probability is 1.6xI0 -3. By
contrast_ the branching ratios for partial -econstructions are
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B---+D'p 0.08
B---,D'ev 0.14

B--+D'+n_r 0.05

These processes permit an order of magnitude increase in reconstruction ac-
ceptance. In e+e - collisions, a partial reconstruction algorithm isolated this im-
proved sample with modest background. It remains to be tested whether a similar
apl_roach can succeed in analyzing _p collisions in CDF. The additional constraint
of reconstructing a decay vertex for charm and r events using SVX will help con-
siderably if we can produce clean vertices.

Professors Bowcock and McIntyre will be in residence at Fermilab during the

period January-Au&mst 1991 to provide leadership in test beam studies of gas cal-
orimetry and to conduct the above physics analysis program. Three postdoctoral
associatt_, Drs. Kamon, Barasch, and Phillips, will also carry a substantial on-site
role in both tasks.

Gas Calorimetry

The Texas A&M group continues to shoulder a major share of the tasks to
maintain, calibrate, and improve the gas calorimetry system which is used in CDF
for 8 > 30°. The calibration of the calorimetry is being carefully refined in test
beam studies at Fermilab during the past summer and again in early 1990. These
calibrations are crucial to overall CDF performance in its coming physics run.

TAMU is modifying the cabling and electronics to improve the noise immu-
nity of the forward hadron calorimeters. "Charge suckers" are being installed to
test a method to reduce the settling time of the readout electronics. This latter
improvement will be crucial to gas calorimetry performance with 400 nsec and
200 nsec bunch spacings as the Tevatron upgrade proceeds.

CDF proposes to replace the gas calorimetry systems in the plug and forward
regions with a new plug assembly containing scintillating tile calorimetry. This
replacement would make it possible to move the forward muon systems in to
provide complete muon coverage over the entire rapidity range y<4, increasing
the acceptance for muons from top decays by 40 %. '

CDF plans to maintain the gas calorimetry system in a state of readiness for
use in the 1993 run in the event that the proposed upgrade cannot be funded or
completed in time for the run. The TAMU group will provide for the maintenance
of the gas calorimetry for this purpose.

CDF Tracking Upgrades

The tracking system in CDF will require substantial upgrades for each of
the coming physics runs (1991, 1993, 1995). For the '91 run, the addition of the
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SVX microvertex chamber should enable us to distinguish the decay vertex for
charmed particles and r leptons. For the '93 rt,.n, the anticipated reduction of
bunch spacing to _100 nsec and increased radiation damage will likely require a
significaut upgrade or replacement of SVX. For the '95 run, the further reduction
of bunch spacing and multi-event buffering will likely require replacement of most

" of the entire tracking system (SVX, VTX, CTC).
In addition, the proposed upgrade of the plug calorimetry for the '93 run

currently does not include any provision for tracking and momentum analysis in
the forward region. This will likely compromise our ability to clean by identify
electrons and thereby make effective use of the improved Calorimetry.

Ali of the above tracking applications require chamber performance beyond
what is possible with existing technology. Section III of this proposal describes
a completely new chamber technology which is being pioneered at Texas A&M
- the microstrip chamber. We are developing this technology both for the above
application in CDF upgrade and for the tracking _iystem in SDC. This development
could be a key factor in CDF performance for the '95 upgrade with the new
injector.
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..... Tablela.(CDF PRELIMINARY)
InclusiveJetCrossSectionat v_ = 1.8TeV forCone Size= 0.4

Et(GeP')-[_Cr_s Section(hb/GeV), StatisticalError
36.2 ' 0.817x 10+2 -I-0.011x 10+2
41'.9.... 0.395x 10+2 _0.007 x 10+2

47.5 - - 0_19dx 10+2 .... _0.005 x 10+2
53.3 0.ii0 X 10+2 /:0'004 x 10+2
59.0 - - 0.654 X 10+1 .... /:0.009 X 10+I

64.5 0.401 X iO+I /:0.007 X 10+1
69.9 - - 0.248 X 10+1 _:0.006 xlO +1

75'.3 - 0.168 X 10+1 _:0.005 X 10+I
-- ,--

•80.6 0.115x 10+1 /:0.004X 10+1

85.8 " - 0.762 X 10+0 _0.031 X 10+0
91.1 ..... 0.537 x 10+0. _0.026 x 10+0

-- _ ,,, --

96.3- 0.410 X i0 +0 /:0.022 X 10+0
101.6- - 0.276 x 10+0 _0.003 X 10+0...
106.9 - 0.204 X 10+0 _0.003 X 10+0

112.1 - - 0.157 X 10+0 - _0.003 X 10+0
117.3 - 0.110x 10+0 _:0.002x 10+0
122.7 -- -- 0.861X 10-I /:o.oi9x 10-1

127.9- 0.650X 10-1 ........_:01017X 1'0-1
133.1 -- - 0.494 x 10-1 .... /:0.0i'5 x 10-'1

-- ., --

138.3 0.395 x 10-1 /:0.013 x 10-I

143.5 0.327 x 10-_ /:0.012 x 10-1
148.8- - 0.268 x 10-1 - - - /:0'011 x 10-1

- ,., --

153.9- 0.188 x 10-I /:0.009 x 10-1
159.1 0.152 X 10-I /:0.008 X 10"'I

106.9- - o.i21x1o-1 ....../:0.00'5x io-I
177.0 - 0.755x 10-2 .....- /:0.041x 10-2.
18'7.5 0.456x 10-2 /:0.032x I0"'2

198.2- 0.260 X 10-2 - .4:.0.024x 10-2
2i0.4 - -- 0.178 X 10-2 - _/:0.016 X 10-2

227.2 - - 0.107 x 10-2 ....... -/:0,013 x 10-2
241.4 0.535 x 10-3 /:0.091 x 10-3
259,3 - -- 0.429 X 10-3 - - -/:0.081 x 10-3
277.5 - - 0.301 x 10-a _/:0.059 x 10-_
299'2- - -- 0.926 x 10-4 +0.458X 10"4 -0.321 x 10'-4
31'7.6 - 0.693 x 10-4 -+().416-X 10-4 -0.276 x I0 -4
338_ - -- 0.346 × 10-4 -+0.3-38X 10_4 -0.188 X_10-4
371.1 - - - 0.232 X 10--4 -+().227-X 10-4 - 0.127 X 10-4_ -- , .....

409.2 0.104 x 10-4 +0.138 X 10-4 - 0.067 x 10-4
__ __ , - __
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Tablelb.(CDF PRELIMINARY)
InclusiveJetCrossSectionatv_ = 1.8TeV"forCone Size= 0.7

-Et(GeV) Cross Se_:tion (nb/GeV") " Statist]ca/Error ", , ,

" 41".6 0.728X 10+2 4-0.010X I0+_
47.6 0.349xlO+2 4-0.067xio+5
53.5 0.189x i0+2........ 4-0.005x 10+2
5019 0.9'86x10+i 4-0,035xi0+i
66'.2 0.589x 10+I 4-0.027x 10+I'''

- 72.3 0.354X 10+I 4-0.006x i0+l
78.2 0.234x 10+I 4-0.005X 10+I "
83.8 0.i'68x 10+I 4-0100'4X i0+I''

• 89.3 0.ii0x 10+I 4-0.004x 10+I

• 94.8 0.769 X i0 +° 4-0.030 X I0 +0
- 100.2 0.540X i0+° ....... _'(}.025x I0+°

- 105.6 0.402x i0+° 4-0.022x i0.°
111.0 0.3'02X 10+0 .... 4-0,019X i0+°

116.4 0.206x 10+0 4-0.00'3X I0+tj''
12i'18 0.156 X i0+° 4-0.003 X I0+°

--'12711 .... 0.115 x I0 +° 4-0.002 x I0 .0'

132.5 0.870X 10-I 4-0.0i9x 10-I
137.8 0.669x 10"I 4-0.017X 10-I

143.1 0.519 x iO -1 ..... 4-0.015X 10 -t
148.5 0.4'14 X 10 -1 ............ 4-0.0i'3 X lO-1
153.7 0.323 x 10-1 4-0'012 x 10"I
i58.9 0.266 x l0 -I - 4-0.011x i0 -_

.... 164'.2 0.206 x'iO -I ' _:0'009 X "i0-I
-- 17i.9 0.155X 10-I 4-0.006 x I0 -I

: -- i82.2 0.i04 x i0 -I ........ 4-0.005-x "i0-I
.... 193.0 0.617 x10 -2 -[-0.037 x 10-2
--- _ i __ i _ ,

203.5 0.346 x I0 -_2 4-0.028 x 10-2

215.7 0.241 x 10-2 4-0.019 x 10-2
231.9 0.148 x 10-2 4-0.0".5 x i0 -_

246.9 0.849 x i0-a 4-0.J.13 x i0-a
264.9 0.442 X' i0 -3 +0.082 X i0 "3
28_2.0 0.358 x i0 -3 4-0,064 X 10 -3.

302.2 0.186 X 'i0 -3 +0.059 X i0 -j -0.046 x I0 -3

- 322.9 0.816 x 10-4 +0.440 x I0 -4 0.302 x 10"4
343.9 0.584X 10-4 +01397X 10-4 0.253X i0"4
380.7 0.237X 10-4 +0.231X iO''4--0.i29X i0-4_

418.5 0.975 X I0 -5 +i.292 X i0 -'s L {J.631 X I0 -s....
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Table lc. (CDF PKELIMINARY)
Inclusive Jet Cross Section at v_ = 1.8 TeV for Cone Size = 1.0

Et(GeV) [ Cross Section (hbGeV) Statistical Error
45.8 0.524 × 1_;+2 4-0.0il x 10+2
53.8 0.235 X 10 +2 4-0.006 X 10 +2

61.3 0:i23 X 10:¢2 ..... 4-0.O04 x 10+2

68.1 0.667 x 10di 4-0.030 x 10+1
74.6 0.431 x 10+1 4-0.024 x 10+1

80.4 0.239 x 10+1 4-0.005 x i0 +1

86.5 0.171 x 10+1 4-0.005 x 10+1
92.8 0.116 x 10+1 4-0.004 x 10'+1
98.7 -0.820 x 10+° ±0.03] _: 10+0
104.3 0.559 x 10+° ±0.026 x 10+°
109.9 0.4i6 x 10+0 ..... 5,-0.022x 10+0 '_'
115.5 0.301 x 10+o- 4-0.019 x 10+0

12019 0.220 x 10+0 4-0.016 x 10+0
126.2 0.i63 x 10+° 4-0.003 x 10+°
131.6 0.12_ X 10+° 4-0.002x 10+°
137.0 0.935 x i0 -1 4-0.020x 10-1
142.4 0.703 × 10-1 .....4-0.0i7 x l0 -I
147.8 0.542 x 10"'1 4-0,015 x 10 -1

153.1 ¢"467x 10-1 4-0.014x 10-1
158.5 0.351 x 10-" ±0.012 x 10-1
163.9 0o281x 10-I 4-0.01i x 10_1

, ,

171.7 0.205 x 10-1 ±0.007 x 10-1
182.2 0.140 x 10-1 4-0.006x 10-1
193.1 0.835 x i0 -2 ±0.043 x 10-2
203.4 0.487 X 10-_ 4-0.033x 10-2

,J

216.4 0.318 x 10-2 4-0.0_2x 10-2
233.1 0.189 x i0 -2 ±0.0i7 x ._0-2

• 247,5 0.108 x 10-2 4-0.01_ x 10-2
264.6 0.55"8x 10-3 4-0.092 x 10-3
282.0 0.467 x 10-3 4-0.073 x 10-_
305.4. 0.216 x 10-'3 +0.062 x 10-3 - 0.049 x 10-3
326.5 0.102 × io -3 +0.047 x 10 -3 -- 0.033 x i0 ':'3
348.6 0.450 X 10 -4 +0.358 x 10 -4- 0.216 x 10 -4

37714 0.451 X i0 -4 +0.271 x 10'-4 - 0.179 X 10 -4

427.8 0.181 X 10 -4 +0.144 x 10 -4 -- 0.087 x ].0-4
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Table 2a. (CDF PRELIMINARY)
CrossSectionvs Cone Sizeat i00GeV

Cone Size CrossSection(hb/GeV) StatisticalError
l.C 0.759 ±0.025

0.7 '0.548 ±0.02_I
0.4 0.318 .... ±0.007

Table2b.(CDF PRELIMINARY)
CrossSectionP_tiovsCone Sizeati00GeV

Cone Size"Crosssection(hbGeV) StatisticalE'rror
1.0 1.386 +0.076

0.7 i.O00 ±0.063
0.4 0_580 ±0.029
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I Theoretical Predictions

¢.)(a,),O < p_,"'< 25GeV, Q2 ' M_o [6]
AQGD = .160 GeV, DFI_M1 1.86 2.19 3.00
AQCD = .260 GeV, DFLM2 0.85 1.10 1.40

AQCD = .360 GeV, DFLM3 1,.49 1.75 2.12

2 'u Q2 2>20wr, = [7]
AQcD = .160 GeV, DFLM1 0.21 0.24 0.24
AQcD = .260 GeV, DFLM2 0.22 0.24 0.24
A CD = .360 GeV, DFLM3 0.24 0.26 0.26
2q Zu > 2oav,Q = [7]
AQeD = .i60 GeV, DFLM1 0.27 0.30 0.30
AQOD = .260 GeV, DFLM2 0.37 0.44 0.44

AQc'o = .360 GeV, DFLM3 0.45 0.56 0.56

Table _: Summary of X2s between data and theory for a_--_"a) Systematic
-rg

and statistical uncertainties, b) Same as a), but not including uncertainty
in luminosity, c) Statistical uncertainty only.

CARROT cards

HV(volts) gate width (ns) cathode resolution anode resolution
.. a/E = A/v/'(E)+ B a/E = A/vr(E)+ B

A(%) B(%) A(%) B(%)
2100 1650 97 2 89 3
2000 99 3 98 3
1900 147 I 91 4

' ' GPA cards, C/,,,= 82pF ,,, '"

800 .... 131 0 1)7 2

Table 4: Resolution in the FHA calorimeter from 1990 test beam data.
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Run L current/layer voltage
nA/cm 2 kV

1988/1989 10_° 0.03 2.1
1991 1031° 2.0 2.1
1991 1031. 1.0 2.0

1993 103_* 10.0 2.0
* estimated ..........

Table 5: Current/layer in the FHA calorimeter.
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Figurei:The crosssectioniscomparedtoa leadingorderQCD calculation,which
usesEHLQ IIstructurefunctionsandhasbeennormalizedtothedataintheE,
rangefrom80 to160GeV.
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Figure 2: The cross section is compared to .ext-to-leadin$ order QCD, which uses
MRSB structure functions. The normalizationis ab_lute.
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Figure 4: Mass distribution ofe+e - pairs, including low mass pairs. The_e are 214
events with 75 GeV < Me+e- < 105 GeV. The curve is Monte Carlo simulation,
including Drell-Yah continuum contribution.
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Figure 7: Electron pseudo-rapidity distribution. Histogram is Monte Carlo nor-
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Figure9: ptspectrumwithand withoutresolutionsmearingcorrection,
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Figure 1I: Differential cross-section for Z ° production. Errors bars are statistical
and systematic and are correlated. Curve is O(a, 2) QCD prediction. The theoretical
uncertainty is 4-15%.
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II. The MACRO Experiment

The MACRO experiment being staged at the Gran Sasso Laboratory in
L'Aquila, Italy is the next generation underground large surface area experiment

designed to study magnetic monopoles, astrophysical neutrino sources and other
cosmic ray phenomena. This detector will provide us with a view of particle physics

phenomena well above the window of energy soon to be opened by projects like
the SSC, and as such represents a very important aspect of future research in high
energy physics. The details of the detector layout are shown in a schematic view of

a single module presented in Figure 1, and the details of the physics program and
the capabilities of this detector have been presented in previous renewal requests

to the DOE as well as in the original scientific proposal [1].
' Over the course of the past year, this experiment has continued to take shape

at the Gran Sasso Laboratory. Following the completion of the civil construction
of the first module in early 1988, the collaboration has focussed its attentions on

bringing this first detector module on-line to begin data taking. The pl_u was
to run the first supermodule for approximately 3 months to get a glimpse of the
physics and backgrounds that we will be dealing with when the entire detector is
brought on line in the next year or so. This data taking run began in late February
of 1989 and continued on into May of the same year. During this run we were able
to collect approximately 105 single muon events for detector calibration, to record
several hundred multi-muon events that were in coincidence with the air shower

array on top of the mountain(EAS-TOP), and to study the backgrounds associated

with searching for monopoles. Since this initial data taking run, the first module
has been upgraded and brought back on-line to take data continuou_Iy while the
remainder of the detector is commissioned. This second data taking run has been
proceeding for nearly a year now, as the rest of the modules are outfitted.

In the sections that follow, we will discuss the progress made on this project
over the past twelve months, as well as present our plans for the coming funding

cycle.

A. Work on WFD for the Final Detector

Our group has been involved in the MACRO collaboration RS_D effort to pro-
vide the necessary wave form digitizing system (WFD) for the MACRO detector's
scintillator system over the last several years. Based on previous experience in this
area of instrumentation on our previous cosmic ray search for GUT monopoles [xI,
our team was uniquely qualified to carry out this work for the MACRO program.
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The area of fast wave form digitization has been a very active area of device R&D
over the past several years, and as a result, our work on this project to identify the
"best" performing system for the needs of MACRO has continued over the past
twelve months. The properties of the WFDelectronics required for MACRO's
needs are as follows: "

1) 100 MHz sampling. This sampling frequency is the minimum
needed to digitize single photoelectron signals from the scintillation coun-
ters. A higher sampling frequency could be used if an inexpensive FADC
were available.

2) A minimum of 8 bit linear (10 bit nonlinear) dynamic range. This
dynamic range is necessary to view the wide range of monopole velocities
we hope to be sensitive to with MACRO.

3) Effective time sampling window of at least 500 _sec. This corre-
sponds to the maximum time-of-flight of a slow monopole through the
detector that the streamer tube slow monopole trigger is sensitive to.

4) Zero suppressed data storage. In order to keep the amount of data
transferred per event at a manageable level, the wave form information
needs to sparsified. A simple threshold requirement for zero suppression
should be more than adequate for our application.

5) Double buffering of data to prevent dead time losses. Should the
monopole triggering rate be high, this feature will be a necessity.

6) An input sensitivity of 3-30 millivolts for a single photoelectron.
This system should be able to identify single photoelectron pulses to give
us the lowest possible velocity cutoff for monopoles.

7) Pre and post pedestal of 4 samples for baseline measurements.
This feature will allow us to monitor the zero suppression activity for the
real d_ta.

8) Channel density of 16 channels/card. This packaging density is
recommended in order to take advantage of the system overheads asso-
ciated with implementing this system.

9) Ds,ta Acquisition standard of either FASTBUS or VME. These
DAQ standards give us enough space to contemplate getting 16 chan-
nels/card.

10) Total system size of 2000 channels plus spares.

Over the course of the past year we have been investigating the development
of a custom designed system to achieve the above specifications based on a design
put forward by the Caltech group. We have made some additions to this basic
design to provide for pre and post pedestal monitoring, which we feel is important
in. tracking the performance of this electronics system. The block diagram of this
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system is shown in Figure 2. The advantage of this particular solution to our
WFD needs is that this FADC chip has TTL outputs which can offer a substantial
savings of space when putting together a complete 16 channel board. Recently
we have been working on debugging the prototype version of this circuit which we
have assembled in a CAMAC module. This debugging is on going and we hope to
have a working version of this prototype within the next month. In the meantime
we have been working on the design of a higher density version of this same circuit
on a 9U VME card. We anticipate that foUowing the successfull completion of the
initial tests on the CAMAC prototype version of the circuit, we will then make a
VME prototype for testing.

B. Plans for the Next Funding Cycle

During the coming 12 months we expect that that the work on MACRO will

continue to make significant progress toward the completion of the construction

of the i_rst 6 modules and the implementation of the final electronics aud data
acquisition systems for running the completed detector.

As mentioned above, our first priority for this funding cycle will be to conclude
our design for the MACRO WFD system. We expect to begin construction of a
final prototype VME circuit before the end of the current calendar year. After
testing this design out extensively, we then anticipate that we will be ready to begin

assembly of the first round of production WFD's providing equipment funding is

available. By the end of the coming funding year, we should have enough WFD
cards to begin instrumenting the scintillation tanks in modules 2 and 3, and by
the end of the following funding cycle, we should have completed the construction

of the complete system for 6 supermodules.

D. Time Schedules and Revised Milestones

The past year has seen significant progress toward the staging of the full
MACRO experiment at the Gran Sasso Laboratory. In FY '87 the DOE provided

MACRO with itsfirstmajor fundingforthe constructionof thisdetector.At the

same time,thelaboratorywas finallygivenoverto the experimentalteam and its
contractors,tobeginthe constructionofthedetector.Over the courseof thepast

year modules 2 and 3 were finishedand the scintillationcounterspartiallyfilled

and the constructionon the remaining3 modules has been 85% completed.With
a continuationof the flow of equipment monies from DOE during the coming

FT, we willcontinueto see furtherprogresstoward our goal of completingthe

constructionof thefirst6 modules of thisexperimentwithinthe next year.
Accordingto the revisedbudget forthe completionof the MACRO detector

presentedto DOE in 1988,the totalcostto complete thisexperiment is$6.8M.
Hewever due to theavailabilityoffundsforthisprojectat DOE, we have indicated
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that this funding will have to extend on into FY 1992 in order to complete this
project at the present rate of funding. We have constructed the following list of
milestones based on this funding scenario.

Milestones

Calendar Year 1985
- Completionoftestson prototypes.
- Engineeringofdetectorcomponents._
- Definitionoffinaldetectorspecifications.

Calendar Year 1986
- Placefirstordersand beginConstruction.
- Detectorproductionbegins.
- TestsmeasurementsattheGran Sassosite.

Calendar Year 1987
- ProductionofScintillatorforthefirstmodulecompleted(6/87.)
- ProductionofStreamerTubesforthefirstmodulecompleted(5/87.)
- Experimental Hall completed (9/87.)
- Begin the assembly of the first module (9/87.)

Calendar Year 1988
- Construction of the next 2 modules begins (3/88.)
- Installation and filling of the first module (5/88.)
- First muon triggers recorded in first supermodule (10/88.)
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Calendar Year 1989

- Begin "Muon" data taking run with the first module (2/39.)
- Complete construction of the first three modules (1/89.)
- Begin instrumenting modules 2 and 3 with PMT's and oil (3/89.)
- Begin "Monopole" data taking run with the first module (10/89.)
- Finalize the data acquisition and trigger hardware (9/89.)
- Finalize the design of the "Upper Deck" (11/89).
-  o. t  tio. of 3mod l .(3/89.)

Calendar Year 1990

- Complete the construction of modules 4, 5 and 6 (3/90.)
- Begin data taking with 3 modules (9/90.)
- Begin construction of the upper deck of the detector (6/90.)
- Begin instrtnnenting modules 4, 5 and 6 (9/90.)

Calendar Year 1991

- Begin data taking with the first six modules (4/91.)
- Complete the construction of the hall filler (6/91.)

Calendar Year 1992

- Begin data taking with the completed detector (6/92.)
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Figure 1: Groundlevel view of a singleMACROsupermodulein Hall B of the
Gran SassoLaboratory,L'Aquila,Italy.
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Figure 2: Logic diagram of the TAMU/Caltech waveform digitizercircuit.
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III. SSC Detector R&D Program

During the last funding cycle our program has received funding to carry out
two major thrusts in SSC detector development. The first of these efforts is a
study of the efficacy of using liquid scintillation materials as the active medium
in a radiation hard _cintillating fiber calorimeter for SSC experiments, and the
second area of investigation is the study of using microstrip tracking chambers
to answer the stringent trac'ldng needs of an SC detector. In the sections which
follow we will outline briefly the progress being made on each of these two R&D
projects and discuss our plans for the coming funding cycle.

A. Liquid Scintillator Based Fiber Calorimetry R&D

The use of scintillating liquids and radiation hard coatings has been suggested
[1] as a possible alternative to the active medium in scintillating fiber calorimeters
being proposed for the SSC. Over the course of the past year, our group has
been investigating the design and performance of such a device which could be
suitable for use iu the highest radiation fields expected at the SSC. In addition to
this independent research, our team has also been involved with the development
and construction of several of the prototype scintillation calorimeters presently
being staged at Fermilab as part of the $SCINTCAL subsystem R&D group. In
the short report which follows, we will detail the progress we have made in the
studies, outline our plans for further work in this area over the coming twelve
month period.

Liquid Scintillator Fiber Calorimeter Progress Report

Our group has been working on several sets of measurements aimed at charac-
terizing the expected performance of a liquid filled scintillating fiber calorimeter.
The first set of measurements carried out by a Master Thesis student with our
group, Shah Zaman, was a study of the absolute light output and light attenuation
length of liquid filled Teflon tubes. This student investigated the light yield from
a collection of lmm. diameter Teflon lined channels filled with a standard liquid

; scintillating mixture BC517 from Bicron. The results of these first measurements
shows the light output to range in value from 1-7 photoelectrons for a minimum
ionizing particle passing through the diameter of one of these fibers. The attenua-
tion length measured for the total integrated light output is approximately 30 cna
for light produced close to the pmr and 80 cm for the light produced at distances
greater than 30 cm. (See Figure 1)[2]. In addition to this study, another group
of students investigated the properties of various combinations of coatings and
scintillation liquids for use in spaghetti calorimeters. Parker Altice made mea-
surements of the optical properties of Teflon-BCS17 in a "lasagna configuration"
as well as studying Glassclad-MACRO oil. In the "lasagna configuration", we
have a long rectangular tank (lM) with a variable oil depth bounded by the test
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coating on the bottom and an air interface on the top. We can then study the

light produced by cosmic ray muons passing through the system.
From the studies described in Reference [3] we observed that the light output

as a function of depth o_"liquid scintillator was non-linear when the depth of oil
dropped below a couple of mm and that the light attenuation length measured
in the shallow oil levels showed evidence of a two component attenuation length
behavior similar to that seen in the Teflon tubes described earlier. (See Fi_u'e 2 )

In addition to the work on testing the properties of various combinations of
materials, we have also begun a study of the radiation hardness of the various
calorimeter components being used. Thus far we have only studied the materials
used for our test measurements, however we are in parallel investigating the use
of new materials which may prove to be even more radiation resistant.

Lastly, over the course of the past year, we have been working to assemble
a prototype electromagnetic calorimeter for testing at Fermilab. This prototype
system is composed of seven hexagonal non-projective lead/Teflon tube modules.
While we understand that Teflon has problems in the area of"radiation hardness,
we have chosen these materials more from the point of view of demonstrating
that the principal is viable rather than from the point of view of finding the best
materials in the first attempt. See attached Figures 3-4 for details of the design
of these units.

Plans for Coming Year

For the coming twelve month period, we plan to conclude the assembly and
beam tests of the seven unit electromagnetic calorimeter previously described. In
addition, we will be undertaking the design of a projective tower prototype hadron
calorimeter module using similar techniques to those employed in our electromag-
netic prototype. Lastly, during this funding period, we will investigate further the
radiation hardness of the various components of such a calorimeter in order to
finalize the design of"a suitable high density, forward, liquid/fiber calorimeter for
use at the SSC.
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B. MICROSTRIP CHAMBER DEVELOPMENTS

The performance required of track chambers in future hadron collider ex-
periments cannot be met by any e_sting chamber technology. The entire CDF

- tracking system will likely need major upgrade for the 1995 physics run. The SDC
tracking design is being reevaluated, and new technology development is a ma-
jor focus of effort. We are developing a new chamber technology, the microstrip
chamber, which is specifically designed to meet CDF and SDC requirements. We
have formed an international collaboration (TAMU, KEK, CERN, Pisa) for its
development and evaluation. Demonstrated performance exceeds that oi any ex-
isting technology for track chambers: 20 #na resolution, 15 nsec live time, and
Mrad radiation hardness. The calculated performance for spectrometry is likewise
superior to present technologies and uniquely accommodates SSC spectrometry
up to 1034 cm -2 sec-1 luminosity.

Microstrip chambers have been developed over the past year using three dif-
ferent approaches: microstrip avalanche chambers (Bellazzinl et al., INFN Pisa),
silicon knife-edge chambers (McIntyre et al., Texas A&M), and polyimide knife-
edge chambers (Maki e_ al., KEK). In each case an array of electrodes are fab-
ricated on a resistive dielectric substrate to produce a microscopic proportional
chamber with _50 #na spacing between anodes. Prototypes of all three approaches
have now been fabricated. Extensive test beam studies of the Bellazzini chambers
have verified the above performance.

The microstrip chamber collaboration has the following goals:
• to further develop and evaluate prototype chambers of all three technologies,

and select the best approach for CDF and SSC requirements;
• to analyze the mechanical, thermal, and electronics requirements for utiliza-

tion of the technology in the central tracking chamber of CDF and the inter-
mediate angle spectrometer of SDC; _

• to design spectrometer systems which meet the above requirements;
• to simulate the performance of the above system for trigger, track reconstruc-

tion, and physics analysis of various physics processes at luminosities of 10s3
and 10s4 cre-_ sec-1.
The microstrip chamber technology is less than two years old. Its impressive

performance has been proven in test beam studies of one design, while several im-
proved designs have recently been successfully fabricated and will soon be ready
for tests. This new technology may seem less mature than the current technologies
being developed for SSC detectors: silicon microstrips, straw tubes, scintillating
fibers, and radial wire chambers. Each of these current technologies has one or
more strengths to commend it. However, n__ocurrent technolo_ has the combina-
tion of resolution, speed, occupancy, radiation hardness, and unit cost which will
be required for spectrometer performance at 10ss luminosity. We therefore sub-

-- mit that this new tracking technology should be given a high priority for detector
l:t&D funding. We have been funded by SSC Generic R&D (program now ending)
and we have submitted a proposal fox"SSC Subsystem R,&D. We request funding
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in this contract for baseline funding not eligible for Subsystem support, and for
development of microstrip chambers for possible use in CDF upgrade for the 1993
and 1995 run.

INTRODUCTION __

The Superconducting Super Collider presents formidable challenges to the
detector• technology required to instrument its experiments. The challenges are
particularly distressing in the central magnetic spectrometer [4] Which is the heart
of most collider detectors. Figure 5 shows simulations of two "typical" interesting
events as they would be recorded in a conventional wire track chaznber: a Higgs
boson which decays into 2 Z bosons; and a 2-jet quark scattering with a momentum
transfer of 1 TeV. Such events contain >_200 charged particles, haJf of which curl
partly or fully within the chamber volume. Superposed on the interesting event
is a second, uninteresting event (on average there are 1.6 pp collisions in each

bunch-bunch crossing at 10sScrn-2sec -1 luminosity). Also superposed are tracks
recorded from interactions in several bunch-bunch crossings before and after the
interesting event: the memory time of most track chamber technologies is many '
times the 16 nsec time between crossings. In total some 20,000 signals must be
processed from each event, and the (few) interesting tracks must be extracted from
the (many) irrelevant backgroands.

Likewise in CDF, the 1995 physics run will have _ _ 10ss crn"2sec -1 thanks
to the new injector upgrade. The tracking will require live times of _20 nsec to
use this luminosity for physics analysis.

The performance of the tracking spectrometer is determined by the spatial
resolution with whic_ the track chambers can distinguish and measure tracks to
determine momenta. Wire chamber technologies [4] with ,,_150 _m resolution and
_>4 mm pitch are problematic for momentum resolution and occupancy. Silicon
rnicrostrips [5] can achieve _20 pm spatial resolution, but have ]longer memory
time (many bunch-bunch crossings) and smaller signal (noise/rate tradeoff). Scin-
tillating fibers [6] are fast (_20 nsec), but have limited resolution (>200 #m)
and require expensive cryogenic readout. Ali three technologies are vulnerable to
radiation damage at 1995 CDF and SSC particle fltuces.

A new technology for precision track chambers has been developed during the
past two years: the microstrip chamber. The principle of operation is illustrated in
Figure 6. An array of metallized electrodes are fabricated on a resistive substrate.
Alternate electrodes are connected as anodes and as field-shaping electrodes. The
chamber is equipped with a foil cathode, filled with Xe magic gas, and suitably
biased (Figure 7)to produce _ 104 gas multiplication. For an anode spacing of

: 50 #m, a resolution of 20 #m can be obtained directly from the _mode readouts
without any requirement of time or pulse height digitizing. The anode pulse width

- is determined by the total drift time of electrons in the gas; for a gas thickness of
1 mm, the total live time is 15 nsec - one bunch-bunch crossing time in SSC.
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Three fabrication approaches have been developed for microstrip chambers: a
planar glass substrate (BeUazzini e_ al.), a knife-edge silicon substrate (McIntyre
e$ al.), and a knife-edge polyimide substrate (Maki e_ al.). The three approaches
are described below. The principle properties for tracking spectrometers are:

spatial resolution 20 #m
live time ' 15 nsec
channel occupancy _ 10-4
pulse height 1 mV
chamber thickness 10-s radiation length
radiation hardness 10 Mrad
projected cost _ $50,000/m 2

J

These properties make the microstrip chamber an ideal choice for 1995 CDF
and SSC tracking. We have developed a preliminary design" for an Intermediate
Angle Spectrometer (IAS) in SDC utilizing microstrip chambers. Figure 8 shows
the location of IAS within SDC; Figure 9 shows the assembly of chambers for
one octant of IAS. The spectrometer would complement the information from the
inner sicicon tracking to provide useful momentum resolution and triggering down
to as tittle as 5° from the beam axis.

The microstrip chamber is particularly well suited for use in this angular
region, where one wishes to configure chambers in an assembly of annular discs,
with readout oriented to precisely measure azimuth. The knife-edge chambers
may be used to tile a mosaic of any desired shape. Each layer can be arranged
in two staggered layers to eliminate dead cracks at the location of the on-board
CMOS electronics. This layering also facilitates routing of signal cables and gas
manifolding throughout the spectrometer. We have developed a preliminary design
for a modular tubular support structure which precisely positions all chambers.
The t,_tal mass of 12 layers of chambers, including support structure, electronics,
and cabling, is estimated at ,05 radiation lengths.

" The proposed multi-year program encompasses the construction and test
beam evaluation of microstrip chambers using the above three technologies, the
development of a full design for a central track chamber for CDF and an Inter-
mediate Angle Spectrometer for SDC, and the simulation of its performance for
triggering, track reconstruction, and physics analysis.

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF MICROSTRIP CHAMBERS

. A. Planar glass substrates (INFN Pisa)
The simplest geometry for a microstrip chamber is an array of metalized

= electrodes on a resistive glass substrate. Figure 10 shows the geometry of the
. chambers developed at INFN Pisa [7]. Thin anodic and cathodic parallel strips

were laid down on a 500 pm thick glass substrate, with a 200/_m pitch. An upper
cathode seals the chamber and defines the drift region for ionization charges.
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The cathodic strips are biased to concentrate all electric lines of force on the
anodes, and to contour the near-field potentials to preserve high gas gain as the
MWPC geometry is miniaturized. Figure 1118] shows the equipotential lines and
drift lines for chamber operation.

The detection ei_ciency, energy resolution, spatial resolution, and two-track
resolution have all been studied in test beam studies[9]. Figure 12 shows the pulse

height spectrum of 55Fe signals. The FW'HM of the 6 kev peak is 18_, far better
than any result ever before achieved with any wire chamber.

Figure 13 shows the pulse height spectrum of minimum-ionizing particles
using a drift length of 5 mm and a Xe-DME gas mixture. The measured emciency
is 95%, limited by requirement of detection on both adjacent cathode st:'-_.s.

The spatial resolution was measured by pulse height division on the signals
induced on neighboring cathodic strips. Figure 14 shows the measured resolution
using a Si microstrip telescope for reference position. A resolution of 33 #m is
obtained. The two-track resolution is 250 mum. By comparing the pulse height
development on the adjacent cathode strips with that on the anode, it is found
that at least 80_ of the ions formed in gas multiplication are collected on the
neighboring cathode strips. This local ion clt_aring, together with the short drift
length, reduce the space charge effects of high particle fluxes by a factor of _20
compared to straw tube chambers.

Four potential problems were encountered using the planar microstrip cham-

ber. First, the grs gain is limited to _ 104, corresponding to the limit to which
the planar electrode configuration can be used to "stretch" the high-field region
above each anode. Beyond this limit the chamber is subject to Geiger discharge.

Second, the fabrication procedure uses aluminum electrode strips. In previous
chamber studies[10] aluminum has been observed to react with gas dissociation
products to form insulating patches on the electrode surfaces. This effect could
produce an aging of chamber performance under the radiation damage of the SSC.

Third, the readout scheme employed to achieve high spatial resolution requires
measurement of the pulse height of the induced charge on the cathode strips
flanking the anode strip. This approach requires demanding front-end and ADC
electronics on every anode channel - a major complication for SSC spectrometers.

Fourth, the chamber tests revealed a bulk-charging process in the glass _ub-
strate which complicates the _eld geometry and introduces relaxation times of
hours for stabilization of gas gain. In effect the bulk of the glass slowly charges
after application of chamber voltages, so that the potential distribution slowly
changes until an equilibrium is established.

The alternative approaches discussed below provide solutions to each of these
problems.

B. Knife-edge array on silicon
If the anode and cathode strips are replaced by knife-edges as shown in Fig-

ure 6, the region of concentrated electric field in the gas multiplication region can
be further extended (Figure 7) and the dielectric strength at the chaml_er surface

-
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is greatly enhanced. This improved electric field geometry makes it possible to
reduce the pitch of the array to 50 mm while retaining 104 gas gain. The desired
spatial resolution can then be attained by straightforward operation as an MWPC.
The position measurement is then a simple binary output of saturated signals (1,0),
to be processed by synchronous CMOS registers on-board each chamber. No pulse
height or time digitization is required. Triggering can be accommodated by fast
bit manipulation, as discussed below.

The fabrication sequence treed to produce a knife-edge chamber[III is illus-
trated in Figure 15. A pattern of "knifeedges can be fabricated onto a thin silicon
wafer using orientation-dependent etching (ODE). When a silicon surface is ex-
posed to an appropriate alkaline wet-etch solution, the etch rate is about 50 times
faster in the 100 and 110 crystal directions than in the 111 direction. By applying
photoresist, lithographically defining a pattern of microscopic [ines, and then etch-
ing using ODE, a series of parallel knife edges may be produced on the wafer. We
are able to finely tune the shape of the knife edges to produce substrates of any de-
sired shape, from a series of shallow steps to a full "saw-tooth" pattern. Figure 16
shows electron micrographs of several knife edge arrays following ODE fabrication.
These knife edges may then be coated with an insulating dielectric and then gold
to produce both signal and field-shaping electrodes. It should be emphasized that
the silicon substrate is used only as a building material, upon which to produce
knife-edges. Chamber performance does not require any semiconductor properties
of the silicon.

Figure 17 shows the fabrication sequence employed to produce a knife- edge
"Jaamber. For prototype chambers we use 2"-diameter wafers, cleaved on the 100
direction, with a thickness of 250/_m. For chambers for CDF and SSC tracking
we plan to use 4" square wafers, 75 _m thick (10 -3 radiation length), available
from Va. Semiconductor. We are now also fabricating chambers from this thin
substrate.

The silicon is As-doped to a resistivity of .01 _cm - it is es.Rentially metallic.
Following the fabrication of the knife-.edge array on the silicon surface, an oxide
layer is diffused 2 _m into the silicon to a provide a dielectric insulation layer.
We then use ion implantation to produce a resistivity in this layer which we can
control over the range 1011 - 1014 _m. In this way we provide a sttrface clearing
current which eliminates surface charging phenomena for even the highest event
rates (105/ crn2/sec).

Note that there is no bulk dielectric in the knife-edge chamber. The bulk
substrate is metallic; the surface dielectric layer is #m thick and has a controlled
resistance. The charging phenomena encountered in planar glass substrates are
thereby eliminated.

The pattern of metallized electrodes are fabricated by sputtering a 1 pm gold
layer on the array, and using co-registered lithography and etching to produce the
appropriate pattern of electrodes, pads, and buses (Figure 17). The use of gold
for the conductors has been shown[12] to eliminate the development of insulating
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films which is observed on aluminum electrode surfaces.

The knife-edge chamber thus resolves the four limitations encountered with
the planar glass substrate and appears to provide nearly ideal performance for
SSC tracking.

C. Polyimide Knife-Edge Arrays
A disadvantage of the silicon knife-edge chamber is that it requires the use

of a crystaline silicon substrate, which is currently available only up to sizes of
_,,10 cm in the 75 pm thickness required for SSC chambers. Tiling such chambers
enables straightforward accommodation of most spectrometer geometries, in the
present case the annular disc of Figure 9. However, it would be desirable to build
chambers of considerably larger size, in order to reduce piecewise fabrication costs
and simplify alignment.

A. Maki is developing such an alternative, II3] in which the desired knife-

edge array is impressed on a polyimide sheet from a negative-image master. An
ultraprecision diamond milling machine is used to make an array of V-grooves in a
nickel-plated steel plate. A sheet of polyimide resin is then pressed by the master
to mold the knife-edge pattern into the plastic surface. Electrodes are then printed
onto the knife-edges, by vapor deposition or sputtering through a mask. Figure 18
shows the diamond milling machine, Figure 19 shows micrographs of V-groove

patterns on a steel plate. KEK has recently succeeded in making (Sx5)cm 2 arrays

of knife edges on polyimide film. The next steps are to achieve an appropriate bulk
resistivity in the polyimide, and to produce the pattern of rnetallized electrodes on
the knife edges. We have succeeded in producing the required pattern of metalized
lines and pads on plenar polyimide film. We are now preparing a negative-image
mask with which KEK can produce a pressed film pattern matching our mask.
We will then produce co-registered metal lithography on their plastic film. This
fabrication approach is readily extended to _,,1 m chamber dimensions.

INTERMEDIATE ANGLE SPECTROMETER DESIGN

A. Mechanical Support and Segmentation

The Intermediate Angle Spectrometer in SDC provides track reconstruction,
momentum analysis, and high p.L triggering for charged tracks in the angle range
10°-30 °. We have developed a preliminary design employing microstrip chambers
for this purpose. The configuration is shown in Figures 8,9. The desired geometry
is achieved with a mosaic of (10xl0)cm 2 chambers. If the polyimide substrate of

Maid e_ al. proves feasible, the unit size could of course be much larger. Figure 20
shows a cross-section of one approach to modular chamber design. The two sides
perpendicular to the microstrip axis are bonded to a thin (25 pm wall) quartz tube

: whose diameter (,,_1 mm) is the desired anode/cathode gap. The (25 pm thick)

foil cathode is bonded to the opposite side of each tube to make a rigid assembly
as shown. The other two sides are left fully open to accommodate unrestricted

gas flow. The knife-edge arrays can be trimmed such that a gap of only _,,100 pm
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is inactive at each side border of a chamber. Adjacent chambers are stacked edge-
to-edge along the side borders, so that acceptance is _99.8% along each row of
chambers.

The readout electronics is bonded to one end of each chamber, and successive
• rows of chambers are stagger-overlapped to provide continuous ¢ acceptance within

. each layer of chambers.
The internal alignment among chambers within the spectrometer is obviously

most critical for the tower of chambers occupying a given solid angle segment,
since that is the information base for momentum measurement of high -p.l. tracks.
For this reason we envision segmenting the spectrometer into octants; precise
alignment within an octant can be provided by a gossamer support structure
to which all chambers are mounted. Figure 21 illustrates one approach under
investigation, which is composed of thin Nynex paper tubes bonded to planar
Kapton sheets to form an ultra-low-mass rigid assembly. This open structure
permits ample space for cabling and gas manifolds to the chamber arrays.

The arrangement of chambers within the spectrometer is chosen to optimize
the tasks of pattern recognition and triggering. In the design of Figure 9, three
stations of chambers are equispaced through the 1.4 m depth of the spectrometer.
Each station contains three layers of ¢ chambers (microstrip chambers oriented
to measure the ¢ track coordinate) and one layer of r chambers. The three ¢
layers with a station are spaced a distance £ = 5 cm apart. Pattern recognition for
off-fine analysis can thus begin by fitting ¢ vectors within a station. Since each
chamber has a 10 cm size, the ¢ measurements are segmented in narrow bands
of rapidity; the number of tracks within a single (10xl0)cm 2 chamber is modest
even within dense jet cones. Once (r,¢) vectors are formed within each station,
the complete tracks are reconstructed by a connect-the-vectors algorithm among
the three stations.

B. Readout Electronics

The anode signals from microstrip chambers will be converted directly into
saturated logic states, so that position measurement is simply the binary pattern
of knife-edges over threshold. This approach achieves excellent spatial resolution
(20 #m) while eliminating the digitization of pulse height and/or time required by
most chamber technologies.

Figure 22 shows a schematic of the readout electronics. Signals are ampli-
fied and then compared to a common threshold which is set by an external DAC.
Following the comparator, all circuitry is thin-gate CMOS. The full sparse binary
vector from each event is clocked synchronously through a pipeline register, whose
time depth is the trigger decision time (,_1 #soc - 64 SSC clock cycles). Upon ex-
iting the pipeline, the vector for triggeredevents only is compacted into a sequence
of addresses and widths of hits using the same strategy as the PCOS electronics
of MWPC vintage.

All of the above processing is provided on-board each chamber. The VLSI
chip set is die-bonded to one end of the chamber wafer and the signal connections
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are made either using wire-bonding (Figure 20) or indium bump bonding. The

only data leaving a chamber are then the actual addresses of hits for triggered
events - a very modest data vokune that can be read on a single low-baud bus
throughout an octant of the Intermediate Angle Spectrometer.

• Exclusive of trigger requirements, the cabling of signals among microstrip
chambers requires 24-bit data buses (16 data, 8 address lines). I_ a preliminary
readout architecture, readout would be separately bussed to the five radial regions
of the three stations, a total of 15 buses per octant of the spectrometer. Ali
buswork would employ 25/Jm thick gold-line Kapton flex PC. It should be noted
that this volume of cabling is considerably less than that envisioned for most
tracking technologies.

C. Trifler Electronics

A key provision for physics analysis is the ability to trigger on high pl charged.
tracks and correlate them with signals in the shower calorimetry to _lef'me elec-
tron candidates. Two alternative strategies are possible for achieving a high pl

trigger using microstrip tracking. One strategy is to separate the trigger task to a
completely different detector system: scintillating fibers. A five-layer telescope of
scintillating fibers could produce a clean signature of high pl tracks. The typical
fiber size (,,,500/_m) is much too coarse to support precision pl measurement, but
is just right for triggering. In this approach, the electronics requirements for the
microstrip chamber readout as outlined above can all be accomplished on-board
each chamber, with only low-baud buses needed for readout.

A second strategy is to generate fast pl triggers from the microstrip data
within each station. The signals within each 3-layer station of the spectrometer
would be routed to a local trigger processor, which would search for stiff track
segments and pz _vide for such segments an approximate measure of track pl.
The following discussion analyzes the implementation of this self-triggering for
the IAS spectrometer.

The radius of curvature R for the transverse bending of a track in the sole-
noidal magnetic field B is

R =p±/.3B.

The radius at which a track at polar angle r reaches a chamber layer a length L
= 3 m from the intersect is

r- L fanO.

The local azimuthal angle with which the track traverses the three chambers of a
station is

.3BL

¢ = r/R =  tane

The information density from the microstrip chamber is over-rich for the require-

ments of pA. triggering. For trigger analysis, wire-or signals from adjacent groups
of channels are bussed within each station to a common fast trigger processor.
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The three ¢ chamber layers within a station provide a measurement of the local
azimuthal angle with a bin size

where d is the bin width of the wire-or signal vector to the trigger processor, and
- 5 cm is the spacing between ¢ chambers within a station.

The choice of the wire-or binning then determines the pA. scale of measure-
ment. In particular we can use a different bin width for chambers at different
radius, so as to produce the same pA. roads across the entire Intermediate Angle
Spectrometer. The binning shown in Table I is a good match to the physics
analysis requirements at trigger level.

The local track trigger processor would search for 3-fold coincidences within
the four pA- roads defined in TABLE I. One hardware approach for this purpose is

the binary linking trigger (BLT) developed and tested by Kinoshita [14]. It uses a
binary linking algorithm to seek a tt_'ee-fold coincidence for each pA- road. Using
fast ECL logic components, it is capable of providing a track triggering 20 ns.
Using synchronous CMOS gates, the track trigger would be pipeline processed,
and emerge after _80 nsec. This trigger would provide a high-speed level-one
trigger with good noise immunity. It has proved to be highly e_cient and simple.

The heart of the BLT algorithm is that any single track in a tracking chamber
is strongly correlated in location to accompanying hits in nearby layers, so that a
given cluster of hits can be associated with close neighbors in adjacent layers. By
starting with hits in the innermost layer and establishing links to nearby hits in
successive layers, one can construct a connected path between the innermost and
outermost layers.

The track trigger data would emerge as a 12-bit dataway (4 bits pA- , 4 bits
¢, 4 bits chamber location) bussed on each (constant-r) row of chambers. A total
of 16 such dataways thus emerge from each station, 48 from an entire IAS octant.
This data volume is again modest by comparison to other tracking technologies.

D. Cooling considerations
The heat load of the microstrip chamber spectrometer includes contributions

from gas gain heat, substrate resistive dissipation, readout electronics, and trigger
electronics. The gas gain heating Pg may be estimated from the charge per track

(q_ 10-13C), the rate of tracks through an octant (f_ 4x108 Hz at 1033 lumi-

nosity), the number oi" chamber layers in an octant (N -- 12), and the chamber
voltage (V_,,1500 V)

Pg = N fqV = 0.6W

The readout electronics employs CMOS gates everywhere except the front-
end amplifier and the fast-or trigger driver. Gate dissipation may be estimated
from the capacitive switching requirements. Assuming that on average ,,,2 adjacent

. microstrip channels are "struck" by each track traversing a chamber, and a readout

pipeline depth of N v =64 clock cycles, the dominant power dissipation is that
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required to switch the (1,0) transitions in the gate array (Cg,_l pF, Vg,,,].O V) is

Pr = 2N NvfCg Vg 2 = 60W

Estimating the power requirements for the trigger processing requires a better
definition of the trigger time requirements. If single-cycle track- trigger decisions
are required, the processors will likely require ECL circuitary and the power budget
will be larger. If a _5 cycle pipelined trigger is su_cient, the BLT algorithm can
be implemented in thin-gate CMOS, and the power budget is then comparable to
that required for readout electronics.

The required cooling can be supplied by manifolded gas flow with a linear
velocity of 3 cm/sec and a temperature rise of 10°C.

E. Simulation and Physics Analysis
We have recently succeeded in fully commissioning an SSC simulation activity

at Texas A&M University. We have simulated the Intermediate Angle Spectrom-
eter within the SDC detector, using GEANT 3.13; we have simulated SSC events
for a variety of physics processes using ISAJET 6.28. Figure 23 shows one example
of a Higgs leptonic event. We are now beginning to simulate the patterns of hits
in the actual chambers, including resolution, diffusion, wrays, multiple scattering,
and photon conversions. We will study the performance of several algorithms for
pattern recognition and track reconstruction, and use them to guide the spectrom-
eter design.

Dr. Barasch is a member of the Texas A&M group who is developing analysis
shells for the entire SDC experiment and CDF tracking upgrades. These shellswill
support consistent simulation of detector design and performance by all collabo-
rating institutions. He is furthermore integrating the data structures for our CAD
analysis with that of GEANT, to provide a smooth transition from mechanical
design to/from detector simulation.

A new element of the proposed budget is subcontract support for summer
salary and travel funds for Prof. Rudolf Gaedke of Trinity Univeristy in San An-
tonio. His background is in experimental nuclear physics; he has made a career
decision to refocus his research in high energy research, specifically the SSC pro-
gram. He will spend a sabbatical semester at Texas A&M during Spring 1991,
working with our microstrip chamber R,_D effort. The subcontract funding would
provide for summer salary and a modest travel budget with which to continue
his involvement. Two college students from Trinity are working with him in his
research.
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TABLE I

pl Trigger Thresholds for Microstrip Trigger Processor

chamber location road
width road bins

r(cm) _ d(_m) 1 2-3 ,, 4-6 7-10
' 20-50 4°-9 ° 50 oo-160 160-80 80-40 40-20 GeV

50-80 9°-15 ° 100 " " " "
80-110 15°-20 ° 150 " " " "
110-140 20°-25 ° 200 " " " "
140-170 25°-30 ° 250 " " " "
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Figure I: Lightoutput versusdistanceforBC-517 scintillatorina 1 mm diameter
TEFLON tube.
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Figure 2: The plot to the right is the data taken using a Glassclad coating and
MACRO oil. The plot to the left is data taken using a TEFLON coating and Bicron
BC-517. Both of these measurements were taken in the "lasagna" configuration.
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Ft_re 7. Calculated electric t_eld distribution near t_e _ntte-ea_e array,
+ wi_h electrode poUentta!m se_ Por optimum Ea. main.z
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Figure 9. Assembly drawing of one oct:aat of IAS, showing placement of

microstrip chambers.
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Figure 12. The pulse height spectrum of 55Fe signals in Ar-

CO2. The _ of the 6 KeV peak is-18%.
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Figure 15. Fabrication sequence used to fab1=Icate the silicon
kni£e-edSe chamber.
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FiSura 16. Electron mlcrosraphs of knifa-ed_e arrays.
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Fisure 21. Detail of microstrip chamber assembly, readout electronics,
and trigger siEnal bus.
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: Figure 21 Detail of tubular support struct_,ve _nployln8 a Nynex tubes/

Kapton sheet construction. Also shown are cable paths for

signal buses to trisger processor.
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FV. SSC Experimental Program

Our group has been very active over the course of the past year in efforts aimed

at defining a suitable detector configuration for use at the SSC. These efforts have
been directed towards two of the major detector groups that have emerged as

sig_fificant players in defining the SSC experimental program. Drs. Bowcock and
Mcintyre have been involved with the plans for the large solenoidal detector(SDC)

and Drs. Kamon and Webb have been working closely with the nor_-magnetic

calorimeter based detector called TEXAS. These two groups prepared extensive

documents outlining their group's interest in carrying out these experiments at
the SSC laboratory. In the section which follows we outline the general concepts

behind the TEXAS detector design.

Introduction to the TEXAS Experiment

We have proposed a simple and hermetic SSC detector that optimizes fast

calorimetry for electrons and the measurement of jets _.nd missing energy. Fig.

1 shows the overview of the detector conceptual design. A fiber calorimeter is

complemented by a central scintillating fiber tracker pre-radiator and an outer

muon spectrometer. The muon system uses TRI) and dE/dx for fast triggering
• and momentum analysis. The three components and their few subsystems are

assembled in a geometry that provides easy access and repair. The detector incor-

porates proven or prototype stage technology to assure on-time construction at a
predictable and limited cost.

The signatures for anticipated new physics at the SSC have been well doc-

umented and provide a basis for optimizing the design of a focussed detector

[11. Higgs searches require lepton and jet reconstruction over the widest possible

rapidity range. Signatures for supersymmetry demand excellent missing trans-

verse energy sensitivity, and therefore truly hermetic calorimetry. Technicolor and
substructure _earches require fine caloi_imeter segmentation and compensation for

good dijet invm_ant mass resolution. Some of the distinctive goals of the TEXAS
detector, such as the search at high luminosity for an intermediate mass Higgs
in the 77 and Z Z" channels, or a heavy Higgs at the extrel:_:,$ of the SSC reach,

pose specific challenges. We _ddress them by letting the inner radius R of the
calorimeter be large (2 meters). The 77 and je._-jet separation increase as R, while

the radiation dose diminishes as R -2. The calorimeter proper is preceded only by

a beryllium beam pipe and a low-Z fiber _racker. At high ltuninosity and with a
good jet-jet mass-resolution, we can search for rare but clean signatures of super-

, symmetry. We can also measure high Pr jets with the precision required to search
at high mass for technicolor and substructure.
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In optimizing calorimetry (and avoiding cracks, m_.gnet support structures,

etc.) we have eliminated a central magnetic field, thereby giving up the measure-

ment of charge for JrlJ < 1.5. A narrow non-projective readout path at 7/ = 0

remains. The entire de_ector is in two self-supporting mirror,image halves. The

overall performance, simplicity and economy of the TEXAS detector, with only
three basic components, provides an interesting alternative to the conventional

general purpose solenoidal detector. Furthermore, our non-magnetic design pre-

serves the narrow spatial structure of jets at the SSC, providing good jet triggering
and reconstruction efficiency.

Detector Conceptual Design

The conceptual design of the TEXAS detector gives priority to the calorime-

ter, since optimal calorimeter performance is essential for our physics goals. The

first fundamental design decision has been to eliminate magnetic fields. A sec-
ond fundamental design decision has been to require that the detector and all its

subsystems be operational and survivable at luminosity of 10s4 cm-2sec -I .

Scintillating Fiber Calorimeter

Since the precision of calorimetry increases with energy E as 1/v/E + a
constant, a calorimeter with no dead space for services or structural elements can

yield high resolution in the TeV regime for electrons, missing E r and jets, provided
sources of systematic error are properly minimized. A very fast detector has

obvious advantages in triggering and pile-up rejection, particularly at a luminosity
L: "- 1034 cm-2s -1.

We propose to use cast lead eutectic and scintillating fiber for the calorimeter
system. It is electronically fast, simple and easily manufactured. It has excellent

energy resolution, can be arbitrarily segmented, and is naturally projective and

hermetic. It is structurally designed to avoid inactive boundaries and supports.

The specific optimization and tower structure we propose provides radiation hard-

ness, ho_ _geneity, hermeticity, electron/hadron compensation and easy in.situ
access anti calibration. The towers are monoJlthic, projective, self-supporting and

modular. The imaging pre-radiator gives superior position resolution on e and 7

and excellent e/hadron separation. Fig. 2 shows the detail of a single calorime-

ter tower. Spatial segmentu_ion in y and ¢ is 0.025 in the electromagnetic and

0.05 in the hadronic compartment. Calorimetric coverage is continuous to rI = 5.5.

• We use recirculat;le, radiation-hard liquid scintillator and tungsten absorber in the'
forward region for rI __ 3. Here, capillary tubes replace fibers allowing us to emend

tLe fiber manufacturing technique to a liquid scintillator. The tungsten absorption
length (one hall" that of lead) prevents shower size from dominating the segmen-

tation. The energy resolutions (6.5%/V_ and 30%/_ for electromagnetic and
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hadronic components) are saturated by energy-independent terms which reach
0.5% for electrons and 1% for hadrons at high energy. With the pre-radiator, the
electron/hadron separation is expected to be better than 5 × 10-4.

Separate electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters can give important infor-
mation for electron identification while decoupling the calorimeter design for each
type of shower. This allows for different segmentation and mechanical support
for the two sections, facilitates triggering, and provides for different transitions at
tower boundaries as appropriate for the different shower sizes. For a scintillating
fiber calorimeter, narrow electromagnetic showers sample many fewer fibers than
do hadronic showers, with consequently greater demands upon uniformity of re-
sponse between fibers and across module boundaries. The choice of fiber diameter
and other properties involve trade-oils between calorimeter cost and performance
which benefit from a separate optimization for the electromagnetic and hadronic
sections. Radiation" damage is also much greater near the electromagnetic shower
maximum, while the effect of fiber attenuation length upon energy resolution (from
longitudinal shower fluctuations) is much less.

Our current design calls for a scintillating fiber electromagnetic calorimeter
with the fibers spliced at a mass-coupling connector to clear optical fibers for read-
out. In the prototype of this device being developed we couple 1 mm scintillating
fibers with the EM calorimeter to bundles of clear fibers with less than the 1 mm

diameter for readout through non-projective cracks in the hadronic calorimeter.
The diameter mismatch decreases the fiber-to-fiber variation in coupling efficiency
while minimizing the size of the gaps between hadronic calorimeter towers. The
possibility of distributing readout fibers through the body of the downstream
hadron calorimeter tower in also under study. Outside the hadron calorimeter,
each EM fiber bundle will pass through an optical mixer (to minimize the ef-
fect of PMT efficiency variation across the photocathode) for readout by a single
photomultiplier. Electromagnetic calorimeter modules will have their axes several
degrees offset from pointing, in a pinwheel arrangement, to avoid "channelling" of
electrons along individual fibers. The use of a thick pre-radiator to spread showers
before entering the calorimeter may eliminate the need for such an angular offset,
but this will require further study.

The calorimeter's potential for high energy resolution, scaling like 1/v/-E,
depends at low energy upon minimizing sampling fluctuations and at high en-
ergy upon mi._imizing systematic errors from nonuniformity or nonlinearity. The
SPACAL collaboration has built and tested an electromagnetic calorimeter proto-

type with energy resolution of 13%/v_ + 0.5% [21with the first term de_erm_.ned
by sampling fluctuations. The sampling fraction (20% fibers by volume) _or this
calorimeter was determined by the requirement of "compensation" or an equal
response for electromagnetic and hadronic showers. The JETSET collaboration
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has built and tested an electromagnetic calorimeter prototype which has been

optimized for energy resolution (50% fibers by volume) and achieved 6.5%/vz'_ sI

Tracker and Imaging Pre- Radiator
e

Preceding the oalorimeter is a tracker and imaging pre-radiator, The pre.
radiator consists of alternate superlayers (z, u, v) of scintillating fibers and lead
sheets. The tracker includes three scintillating fiber superlayers. Fig. 3 shows
the conceptual design of the tracker pre-radiator system. Fiber readout will be
either by pixellated Silicon Intensified Target tubes or by avalanche photodiode
arrays. Both are being investigated. The tracker/pre-radiator system occupies a
cylindrical region between radii of 1 m and 2 m. The innermost cylindrical volume
is not instrumented, leaving space for a high resolution vertex detector which could
be added later if the physics so dictates.

The tracker is composed of 3 zuvzuv plastic scintillating fiber (PSF) super-
layers. At rI - 0, the first superlayer is ata radius of 1.0m, the second.at 1.4m and
the third at 1.8m. At the outer radius of the tracker there are 9 zuv PSF layers
separated by thin (_ 2 mm) lead sheets so that the early part of the shower de-
velopment can be measured end tracked accurately. The tracker therefore merges
into the first part of the calorimeter to form an imaging pre-radiator.

Signals from the tracking system are extracted along a narrow non-projective
readout path in the calorimeter at 7/= 0. The tracking detector, and per force the
whole detector, will be constructed in two mirror sections. Signals are read out
either optically, in which case scintillating fibers will be spliced to optical fibers
and the electro-optical devices will be outside the calorimeter and in a relatively
low radiation region, or electrically, in which case the electro-optic_ devices will
be on the inside of the calorimeter.

It shou!d be emphasized that the requirements placed on a tracking system
inside a non-magnetic detector are much less stringent than those for a tracker
in a magnetic field. In the case of a magnetic tracker, the need for an accurate
determination of the sagitta of a curving track requires the best possible resolution.
In a non-magnetic detector it is sufficient to identify straight tracks. We believe
that lmm diameter fibers are adequate for this system. With the above stated
dimensions, the tracker section has _ 2 × 150,000 channels and the pre-radiator
has _ 2 x 300,000 channels.

The imaging pre-radiator is approximately 2.5 LrLd thick and provides fine
grained transverse and longitudinal electromagnetic shower sampling in 9 super-
layers. The transverse resolution is determined by the size of the fibers used.
Neighboring layers will be offset by half a fiber spacing. The longitudinal sampling
must be sufficient to separate electrons from hadrons to better than 1% and deep
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enough to allow, for approximately 95% of cases, both photons from a 7r° to

have converted. The exact pre-radiator lead and fiber thicknesses have yet to be
determined and will be chosen so as to preserve the compensation of the entire
calorimeter. i

Muon Spectrometer

For the measurement of muon energies we propose the use of transition ra-

dial.ion techmques sensitive to _, _-_ E_/m (an unsaturated observable at SSC

energies). Transition radiation devices offer a unique alternative with broad

acceptance at a fraction of the cost of a magnetic device. There is indeed a
compromise in resolution, but this is compensated by the superior resolution for
electrons and the presumption of e- _ universality.

Muon detection and meas_Lrement are essential for confirming the universality
of lepton decay channels of the Higgs, for a missing energy calculation in the fast
trigger and for new physics signatures in general. Normally the electron channels
observed with the exceptional calorimetric resolution will always have equivalent

muon channels. Because muon identification has such a large confidence level,
confirmation of electron modes in the muon channel is essential. The muon energy

range of interest is from 60-600 GeV (gamma of _,600 - 6,000) for most heavy mass
physics, a very modest dynamic range. Essentially 90°£ of ali muons from the Higgs

decay are found between 100 GeV and 600 GeV for M n between 400-800 GeV.

At the SSC, practically ai1 muons below 60 GeV are from c and b decay. Their

rate ( -_ 104 Hz for Fr < 10 GeV. Furthermore, charge discrimination is useful,

but not overwhelmingly so. Above 400 GeV masses, only a factor of 2-3 reduction
in the diboson mass background is achieved by knowing the sign of the charge of

a particle (before any lepton discrimination cuts).

The TRR muon-momentum analysis borrows its detailed implementation

from that of a large-area muon detector of similar size [4]. Liquid scintillator

slabs would provide prompt signals with good timing resolution for associating

streamer tube trar,_ in (¢, e) and TRI) hits with calorimeter hits in a 2/_s trigger

pipeline. The TRR spectrometer gives better than 10% resolution at 200 GeV (as
seen in Fig. 4 which shows typical TRD yields as a function of gamma The TRD

spectrometer information can then be used in conjunction with the scintillating

fiber calorimeter to give a high-level missing ET trigger.

In contrast to the measurement of a particle's momentum by measuring its

sagitta as it is deflected in a magnetic field which decreases with energy, the

TRD yield increases with gamma. With sufficient radiator a TRI) provides a
natural way to measure momentum at high gamma. The TR, D yield at saturation
achieved in recent systems is about 25-30 X-rays above a 4 KeV threshold per meter
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of detector thickness Is]. The detector sets are typically _ 9 cm radiator, either

polyethy'len_,'/foam or embossed polypropylene films, to 1 cm of Xe-proportional
gas d,,:,_:¢':,¢/t(see,l_,gure 5 for detmls). Recently foams with very uniform cell and
wal.i,;;,_S:&ave'been_- used, achieving 85% of the ideal TRD yield The maximum

quasi'-liae_, response range for a TRD is 20:1, corresponding typically to 7's of

500 to 10,000. This fortuitously corresponds to muon momenta from 50-1,000

GeV. Further, a dE/dx measurement in the relativistic rise region is sensitive over
a muon energy range of _ 10-100GEV. Figure 6 sho'_'s the muon momentum
resolution achievable with this TRD system over the momentum range of 50 - 600

GeV/c.

Conclusion

We have presented here an SSC detector concept with precision calorimetry

as the guiding aspect of the design. Its performance is not compromised by the
constraints imposed by a magnetic spectrometer. TEXAS offers the possibility

of operation at high luminosity and has precise calorimetry, both essential for

full coverage of the natural range of Higgs masses. The features demanded by the

physics: speed, energy resolution, segmentation_ full rapidity coverage, uniformity,
stability and hermeticity make this specialized detector concept attractive, and

complementary to other designs. The conceptual simplicity of our three-basic-

component detector facilitates construction, access and design. This specialized
and cost-effective detector will be sensitive to most of the new physics anticipated

at the SSC, and can be ready at start-up time.

j
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TABLE 1

Anticipated Detector Performance and Physics Reach

In our discussion below we have characterized the TEXAS detector in the

following manner:
Tracking System and Imaging P.reradia_or:

• Spatial Resolution : < 1 mm

• Speed : < 15 ns
• Coverage = Ir/l< 3

• e/_" rejection -- 30
• 7/e rejection -- 100

, • 7/_r° rejection = 10
• Electron efficiency = 0.99

Electromagnetic Calorimeter:

• Resolution= 7%/V_ + 0.5%
• Speed = < 15ns

• Coverage = [r/l < 3
• Segmentation = 0.03r/x 0.03¢

• e/_r rejection = 300
• Electron efficiency = 0.95

Hadronic Calorimeter:

• Resolution = 35%/V_ + 1%
• Speed = 20 ns

• Coverage = Irl[ < 3

• Segmentation - 0.05r/x 0.05¢
• e/h = 1.0 + 0.05

Forward Calorimeter:

• Resolution = 30%/v_ + 2%

• Speed = 20ns
• Coverage = Ir/I < 5.5

Muon S[A _[Apec_rometer:

• Resolution = 15% for p > 0.1TeV/c, _ 0.15%/p 2 for 0.05 < p < 0.1
• Speed = I00ns

• Coverage = Ir/l< 3
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Figure I:Overview of the TEXAS experiment in a typical SSC experimentvJ hall.
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Figure 2: Detailed assembly of a single fiber calorimeter supertower. This figure
shows the calorimeter as being composed of an electromagnetic and hadronic parts.
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Figure3: Schematicdesignoftilescintillatingfibertrackerpreradiatorforthe
TEXAS experiment.
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V. Theoretical Physics Program

Since the begining of the last funding cycle, a theoretical physics task has been
added to our existing experimental high energy physics prograxa. This theoretical
work is being carried out by Professors Nanopoulos and Pope. In the section that
follows we present a report of the activities that these two researchers have carried
out under this program and their plmas for the coming funding cycle.

Research carried out by D. V. Nanopoulos during 1989-90

My research line during the past academic year has gone through several
points that can be described as follows: (1) Flipped Physics; (2) 4-D Superstring-
related physics; (3) Phenomenology; (4) Cosmology, and finally (5) Quantum Me-
chanics. Let us analyze each of these in detail.

FLIPPED PHYSICS

AI few years ago we suggested stringy flipped SU(5) as a candidate for the
Theory of Everything (TOE) [1]. Our suggestion waz based on a very simple ob-
servation that was shared by all knowing superstring theories: There is no adjoint
Higgs particles in superstring theories [2], at least at level K=I of the associated
Kac-Moody Algebra, which basically encompasses all known string theories. Then
there is only one available GUT that does not need adjoint Higgs to breakdown to
the standard model: flipped SU(5), in the specific form suggested many years ago
[3]. Then all our efforts concentrated on how to derive a satisfactory stringy flipped
SU(5) model. After several tries [4], we succeeded to get a very satisfactory model:
revamped flipped SU(5) [1]. The properties of this model are so extraordinary that
it has become indeed the leading candidate for TOE. It is a three-generation model
that contains a natural missing partner mechanism, natural see-saw mechanism, it
provides natural large fermion masses for the third generation (mt, mb, m_.) while
it gives no masses for the other two generations at the classical level. Furthermore
using a set of rules that we derived at Texas A&M with my group (S. Kalara
az_d J. Lopez) [5], we have been able to calculate, for the first time, in string
theories, explicitly the contribution of nonrenormalizable terms ((NRT) massive
string modes exchange) on the above described tree-level structure. The results
are rather fascinating. (i) The NR.T not only do not upset our tree-level results
but they do keep all F- and D-flat directions to any (possible) calculable level, i.e.
stability. (ii) The NRT provides naturally small fermion masses for the first two
generations [6,7], i.e. an hierarchical fermion mass spectrum emerges naturally.
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(iii) We were able to calculate the effect of NRT to nuclear decay and despite naive
expectations, we proved explicitly that our revamped flipped SU(5) model is free
of any fast nucleon decay problem [8]. Furthermore, we found that the dominant
decay modes are p _ e+_"°,n _ e+lr -, etc. with a lifetime in the 1033 - 1035
years, with specific B.R. and accesible to experimental scrutiny.

In a different _'ront, we prove explicitly that in our model charge quantization
is obeyed both at the massless and massive string modes [9]. This amazing result
occurs because our "hidden sector" cord_mes (a la QCD) and makes only 1. under
ali confining groups to be observable. This fact has some interesting consequences.
like the existence of a new form of matter that we call cryptons, and may serve
also as Dark Matter in the Universe. (More on these particles in the Cosmology
section). All in all, this stringy revamped flipped SU(5) model has really gone far
beyond our initially expectations and I hope I justified my initial assessment that
has become the leading candidate for TOE.

4-D SUPERSTRING RELATED PHYSICS

As I mentioned above, (see [5]) we established the rules how to calculate
the effects of nonrenormalizable terms (NRT) in the free-fermionic-formulation of
4-D heterotic superstring theories. This achievement opened the way for a rea..__A1
confrontation of string-derived low energy physics with experiment. We may soon
know if the low-energy behavior of the string makes any physical sense or not. As
I indicated above (1), the first results are rather encouraging.

Also we undertook a systematic analysis of K>I K-M algebras and their
phenomenological consequences [10]. The results are rather dissappointing: it
looks like that K> 1 K-M algebras have a hard time to reconcile with established
low-energy results, i.e. charge quantization and sin28w ,_ 0.23, etc. That is, in a
different language, our analysis [10] reinforce the importance of K=I K-M algebras
and thus, as explained above (1), of revamped flipped SU(5) [5].

On a very different wavelength, I have tried with my students, A. Fazaggi
and K. Yuan, to get the standard model directly from the 4-D superstring without
going through a GUT model [12]. We have succeeded in deriving a standard-like
type of model, but more work needs to be done in order to claim that we have a
successthl model. Nevertheless it is intercepting how powerft,1 is the free-fermionic
formulation of 4-D superstrings in getting physics out _md to compare with our
low energy experimentally accessible world.

We also looked at the problem of strong CP in string theories [13]. We found
that many of the usual tricks do not work, while a virtually massless up qua_k
may save the day. We have also tried to address the problem of SUSY breaking
at the string level. Motivated by our flipped SU(5) model, we considered the
generic possibility that there are "hidden group: sta_es that carry U(1) charges
that are also carried by the "observable sector" states. In such a case we found
[11] _hat the SUSY breaking in the "hidden sector" can be communicated to
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the "observable sector" by renormaliz_ble, and thus calculable interactions. We
found some interesting characteristics of this mechanism that reflects on the type
of the SUSY spectrum that one gets at low energies and thus can be put under
experimental scrutiny:

PHENOMENOLOGY

One of the "happenings" of the last year was the discovery of SLC and LEP
that there are only three, left-handed, light neutrinos, confirming a prediction of
GUTs we made more than ten years ago [14]. Naturally, I devoted some time work-
ing on further consequences [15] of these new experimental results. Furthermore,
we tried to put limits on new possible particles like the Z' [16] or SUSY part.icles
[15] or the Higgs sector [17] emergizing from very rich LEP data. Actually very

recently we discovered [18] that precise LEP measurements of sir_2Ow(Mz) and
_3(Mz), while are in contradiction with ordinary GUT theories, are consistent,

in an amazing we,y, with SUSY GUTs. Furthermore, these values of sin2Ow(Mz)
and c_3(Mz) in a SUSY GUT theory predict the right value for _ for a, rather

m#

heavy top quark in agreement with experiment. We suggested [18] that maybe we
already have seen the first, indirect hints for the existence of supersymmetry.

On mxother front we put to rest [19] several claims that the electric dipole
moment of the neutron d, in SUSY theories is several orders larger than 'he
experimental upper bound of 10-2Se • cre. We proved, [19] once more, that dn in
SUSY theories is sufficiently suppressed to satisfy all experimental limits, while it
would be larger than the standard model thus making a clear distribution between
SUSY and the standard model (see also [13]).

COSMOLOGY

Some part of my activity on this front was related with the cosmological
consequences of the LEP results. For example, we used the fact that there are only
3 neutrinos together with primo,'dial nucleosythesis constraints to put interesting
limits on the Z' mass and couplings [20]. We used the measured Z- de-cay width
to exclude a lot of Dark Matter candidates (DM) including sneutrinos, or massive
neutrinos and at the same time put stringent constraints on the SUSY candidates,
e.g.: photinos, higgsinos, etc. [21]. Our anaJysis has far reaching consequences on
the presently available or soon to be available DM detectors because our findings
indicate that they have become already obselete by the LEP data. Since the
LEP data indicate rather "heavy" neutrMinos, we decided to calculate in full
detail the relic density of these photinos [22]. Since in most SUSY models there
is a strong correlation between the neutralinos mass and other, experimentally
accessible, SUSY particles masses, our findings have interesting consequences for
the search of these particles ag present colliders (CDF, UA2) or future ones (SSC,
LHC,...). Also, as I mentioned above, (1), we found [9] a new class of particles
in the revamped flipped SU(,5), the cryptons that can be worth cand._dates of
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dark matter. It is interesting that their existence is a direct consequence of the
.... charge quantization, as realized in a class of string theories, and thus their possible

discovery will be very strong circumstantial evidence for the string.
On a more theoretical front we have studied [23] in detail the possible phase

transitions in the string, by using the language of effective field theories, which
has been successfully applied in the QCD quaxk-hadron or other type of phase
transitions. We believe we have clarified certain dark points and have discovered
a useful way to penetrate into the difficult regions of string phase transit:_on(s).

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Continuing our previous work [24] on the collapse of the wave function due
to gravitational effects (e.g. wormholes) we suggested some experiments to test
this hypothesis [25]. Indeed, we found that if wormholes cause loss of coherence
then their effects in a SQUID could be observable [25]. Our calculations indicate
that while for a microscopic system (e.g. the electron) QM remains valid, when

we approach a macroscopic system with N(_ ,,-_ ) constituents, worm-holes cause
the collapse of the wavefunction. If we are right, not only we have, for the first

time, a "derivation" of the Avogedro number Na _, mo )' but we have a natural
understanding of the collapse of the wavefunction and thus a resolution of the
measurement problem of Q.M. etc. The experiment we proposed [25] are feasible
and may provide us with another way of dealing with physics at the Planck scale
(Mpi "_ 1019GEV).

I have presented my activity in such a way that makes my future line of re-
search apparent. I'll try with my group(s) to push flipped physics all the way to
be confronted with experiment and get our predictions on fermion masses, CKM
angles, CP-violation phases,... At the same time progress in SUSY brealdng in
strings, make us to believe that we will come with very "hard" numbers on the
SUSY spectrum. I'll try also to understand more, and work further on the caleu-
lability of NRT, whose importance is tantalizing in every aspect of string physics.
My untamed interest on hard core phenomoneology will bring some calculations on
SSC physics as well as further analyzing the consequences of fresh LEP data. My
cosmological interests will eonsentrate on further constraints (and possible new
candidates) on (of) DM, while we will continue our big programme of understand-
ing string phase transitions. Our QM enterprize has taken us to rather uncharted
waters _td we plan to continue our program of understanding the collapse of the
wavefunction in terms of gravitodynamics and suggest new experiments to test
these ideas.

I would like to stress the fact that since I am involved in many projects with
different groups in USA and Europe, it is essential for my research a strong travel
support.
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Research carried out by C.N. Pope during 1989-1990

My work during the last year has predominantly been conzerned with various
aspects of infinite-dimensionM symmetries. Such symmetries have played a very
important r61e in recent deveiopments in many areas, including, for example, string
theory, Chern-Simons higher-spin theories in 2 + 1 dimensions and membrane
theories.

The r61e of the Virasoro algebra in string theory is very well known and
understood. It is the algebra generated by the energy-momentum tensor for a
conformally-invariant two-dimensional matter system, such as the set of spacetime
coordinates forming the target space for a string. This two-index tensor couples to
the worldsheet metric tensor of the two-dimensional theory, and so one can think
of the Virasoro algebra as being a "spin-2" algebra. It is natural then to think
of extending the Virasoro algebra to include generators corresponding to spins
greater than 2.

The first example of such an algebra was constructed by Zamolodchikov [26],
who added a new field W(z), with conformal spin 3, to the Virasoro system gen-
erated by T(z). The algebra of these fields, known as IVa, has the unusual fea-
ture of being non-linear; structurally, the form of the operator-product expansion
W(z)W(w) is A + T, where A is a "composite" spin-4 field that is built from an
appropriately normal-ordered product of two T fields. The necessity for the non-
linear terms is clear from the fact that the commutator of generators of conformal
spins _ and 2' is itself of conformal spin s + st - 2. Therefore as soon as one intro-
duces fields of spins greeter than 2, the commutators can always generate terms
with spins higher than those of the commuted generators. Only by interpreting
the higher-spin terms as composite fields can an algebra that terminates at a fi-
nite spin level be constructed. Higher-spin WN algebras, with generators of spins
2, 3,... N, have also been built [27].

The non-linearities of the WN algebras lead to severe complications when one
tries to work with them. Indeed, it is only for a few small values of N that they
have been explicitly constructed. This has motivated an interest in looking at
WN in the N --+ oo limit. The argument given above for the necessity of non-
linear terms in higher-spin algebras clearly allows a loophole if one is prepared to
admit generators with arbitrarily-high spins. One can indeed find linear algebras
by taking appropriate N --. oo limits of WN. The first example [28], now known
as woo, has the very simple structure

= (u+ + vm+n, (1)
i+j

i denotes the m'th Fourier mode of a spin-(/-I- 2) generator.where vm
The process of taking the limit N --0 oo of the WN algebras is not a unique

one. The w_ algebra described above is the simplest such limit, in which much of
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the structure of the _/VN algebras is lost. In particular, although the WN algebras
have central terms for generators of all spins > 2, the central charges in all sectors
except the spin-2 sector get scaled to zero in the process of taking the limit.

In some research with L. Romans and X. Shen, during the last year we have
been investigating alternative N ---+c_ limits of WN that capture more of the es-
sential features of the fini_e-N cases. We have found that there is indeed another

linear algebra, which we call Woo, that can be viewed as a limit of WN and which
admits central terms for all spins. In view of our experience with string theory,
we would certainly expect that if Woo is to be a symmetry algebra for some ex-
tended quantised system, it would be desirable, from the point of view of obtaining
non-trivial representations for physical states, that the algebra should admit such
extensions. The previously-mentioned algebra woo arises as a contraction of Woo,
and can be viewed as the classical limit of Woo.

Our original construction of Woo proceeded by writing down an an_a_.z for the
algebra, whose form was motivated by the structure of the finite-N WN algebras,
and then demanding that the structure constants and central terms should be
consistent with the Jacobi identities. This leads uniquely to the result

, "- g2r(m, n) vm+,_ + ci(m)6iJ6m+n,0, (2)
r>_0

ii
where the structure constants g2r(m, n) are given in terms of certain Saalschiitzian
4F3 generalised hypergeometric functions, and the central terms ci(m) are poly-
nomials in m of degree 2i + 3, with/-dependent coefficients [29]. The sequence of
terms on the right-hand-side of (2), with descending conformal spins, terminates
at spin 2 or 3, owing to the occurrence of non-trivial zeros in the hypergeometric
functions. Subsequently, we found that there exists another algebra, which we call
Wl+oo, that contains generators with all conformal spins _ 1 [29,30]. It has the
same general form as (2), but with differences in the parameters of the generalised
hypergeometric function which lead to a termination of the terms on the right-
hand side with spin 1 or 2. We have also constructed a supersymmetric extension,
known as super-Woo [31].

In [32], it was shown that the Woo algebra can be realised in terms of currents

Vi(z) constructed from appropriate combinations of i + 2 derivatives distributed
over bilinears in a free complex scalar field _p: Vi(z) ,,., Oi+2-'n_o*Onqo. Similarly,
the Wx+oo algebra can be reprised in terms of bilinears in a free complex fermion.
Putting the two together, and including also the mixed bilinears involving the
scalar and the fermion, we constructed, in collaboration also with E. Bergshoeff
and E. Sezgin, an N = 2 supersymmetric extension of these algebras, known as
super Woo.

"very recently, Romans, Shen and I have looked at the BRST charge for these
various algebras, and examined the conditions under which they are anomaly
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free (i.e. when Q2 = 0). Owing to the existence of infinite numbers of higher-

spin fields in these algebras, the ghost contributions to the anomalies contain
inflnitely-many terms, giving rise to divergent expressions for the central charge. _

One can regularise these sums using the Riemann zeta function, to obtain finite
answers. In the calculation of Q2, one finds that there are an ininite number of

such anomaly terms, all of which must vanish for the same value of the central

charge if the regularisation procedure is a consistent one. Some results for a few of

these anomalies were obtained for W_ in [33], where it was found that anomaly-

freedom seemed to imply that the central charge in the Virasoro sector should

take the value c = -2. We extended these results [34] by formulating a general

prescription for regularising all the anomMy terms, and showing by algebraic-

computing techniques that our prescription seems consistently to give the same
result, c = -2. Applying the seane techniques to the other algebras, we find

c = 0 for Wl+oo, and c = -2 (corresponding to total spin-2 central charge -3) for

super Woo. In all cases, the regularised value of the intercept a0 (the ground-state
energy) is zero.

The fact thst there exists a consistent regularisation scheme for the BRST

charge strongly suggests that there should be some underlying quantum field the-

ory that provides _n anomaly-free realisation of the W symmetry. This is reminis-
cent of Kaluza-Klein theory, where there are examples in which a divergent sum

over one-loop ultraviolet divergences for a four-dimensional tower of fields can be

regularised to zero, a result that can be understood from a higher-dimensional

viewpoint where the finite number of fields have no one-loop ultraviolet diver-

gences [35]. Thus it may be that the proper arena for interpreting the anomaly-free

W algebras is in terms of some theories formulated in greater than two dimen-

sions, where all the higher-spin fields are unified into a finite number of higher-

dimensional fields. The necessity to regularise the _ ntral charges in the BRST

calculations described above may then be seen as an artefact of viewing the theo-

ries from a two-dimensional standpoint.

One suggestion for a higher-dimensional theory that may be associated with

the W algebras is self-dual gravity in four dimensions [36,37]. Self-duality of the

Riemann tensor requires that the spacetime signature be either (4, 0) (Euclidean

signature) or (2, 2). The former case was studied extensively some years ago in the

context of Euclidean quantum gaTity, but the latter has been largely neglected

until recently. It has received recent attention both in the context of W gravity,

and also as the target space for the N = 2 superstring theory [38]. It may, indeed,

be the case that these two subjects are intimately related.

In work with Bergshoeff, Romans, Sezgin, Shen and Stelle, we have con-

structed two-dimensional gauge theories of the various N = cx_w, W and super-W

algebras [39,40]. These can be thought of as higher-spin generalisations of two-
dimensional gravity, itself a topic that has seen great advances during the last

year. In some of this work, we have obtained some supportive evidence for the
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idea that there should exist a four-dimensional interpretation for these theories.
Other work that I have completed during the last year has been concerned

with a study of the unitarity properties of certain gauged sigma models that can be
derived from Chern-Simons theories in 2 _-1 dimensions [41], an investiga'ion of the
area-preserving algebras associated with certain non-orientable two-dimensional
surfaces, and some work on deriving the constraints for ten-dimensional super-
gravity from the requirement of light-like integrability in a loop superspace [42].

Intended research by C.N. Pope

The discovery of W_ and related algebras has opened up a wide field for
research. Broadly speaking, there are two main areas of interest; one is concerned
with the study of the representation theory of the algebras themselves, and the
other is concerned with constructing field-theoretic realisations of the algebras.

The representation theory of the Virasoro algebra has proved a rich area for
investigation. The work of Friedan, Qiu and Shenker [43], and others, led to a
classification of all the unitary representations of the algebr% and to the construc-
tion and understanding of associated conformal-field-theoretic models. The WN
algebras and their large-N limits can be expected to be associated with extended
higher-spin conformal field theories in two dimensions. I intend to investigate some
of these issues further, with a view to gaining insights into the underlying repre-
sentation theory. In particular, this will include an investigation of the structure
of null states in the N _ c_ limit.

So far, work on field-theoretic realisations of the W algebras has been cen-
tred around the so-called W-gravity theories described earlier, in 'which two-
dimensional higher-spin gauge fields corresponding to all the generators of the
algebra are introduced. The resulting theories can be viewed as extensions of
two-dimensional gravity. One intriguing problem that arises is to try to formulate
the theory in a "covariant" way. For gravity, we know what is meant by this: we
should augment the two gauge-field components h++ and h__ that one originally
introduces to gauge the left-handed and right-handed copies of the Virasoro al-
gebra by additional gauge degrees of freedom, to make up the three components
of a two-dimensional metric tensor, or the four components a two-dimensional
vielbein. These extra components are associated with further gauge symmetries,
namely Weyl and Lorentz symmetries, that may be used to gauge them away.
The utility of introducing the extra "dummy" gauge fields is partly because the
classical theory can then be formulated in a more manifestly-covariant way, and
partly because on quantisation, the anomalies can conveniently be pushed into the
"dummy" sector (the Weyl-symmetry sector).

In recent work with Bergshoeff and Stelle, I investigated the question of what
one means by "covariance" for the higher-spin sectors of W gravity [44]. We were
able to give a simple derivation of previous results [45] for a "covariant" gauging
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of woo, by introducing additional "d_mmy" degrees of freedom for the higher-spin
gauge fields. The next step, which I intend to pursue in the next year, is to look at
the quantisation of the theory, and study its anomalies. Hopefully, if the higher-
spin "dummy" gauge fields have been correctly identified, we should find that the
quantum anomlies can be relegated to the associated higher-spin analogues of the
Weyl and Lorentz symmetries.

The work on the BRST anomaly-structure for the W algebras reported above
[34], in which the values of the regularised central charges for anomaly-freedom of
the algebras are derived, suggests some possible ideas for how to obtain anomaly-
free field theoretic realisations. One idea, discussed in [34], is that there may exist

anomaly-free theory in which Woo is realised on a complex fermion. Since
Wl+oo is anomaly free for a regularised central charge c = 0, it may be that
this algebra would be associated with a purely geometrical or topological theory,
with no matter fields at all. This may be a further piece of evidence in support
of the idea that there is link with self-dual gravity in four dimensions [36,37].
One possible avenue for exploration is to see whether an interpretation of the

• BRST anomaly as the curvature of a ghost line bundle might lead to a link with
a field theory of Woo or Wl+oo. A further related project that I am developing is
concerned with the construction of a theory of topological W gravity, along the
lines of the WN constructions given in [46].

Self-dual gravity is an interesting area. of study in its own right. In particular,
a new ingredient suggested both by W gravity, and by the N = 2 superstring [38],
is that one should look at _elf-dual gravity in (2, 2) spacetime signature. This is
a fascinating, and little explored area. I am already involved in a project with
G.W. Gibbons and M.J. Perry in which we are trying to apply some of the ideas
previously developed in the study of gravitational instantons, and twistor theory,
to this topic.
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